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INTRODUCTION
The work of Chicago based author and visual artist Henry Darger (1892-1973) has
been a source of fascination, controversy and speculation since its discovery in the early
1970’s. Darger developed numerous writings, both autobiographical and fictional,
including his fifteen thousand page illustrated adventure novel, The Story of the Vivian
Girls in What is Know as the Realms of the Unreal, of the Glandeco-Angelinnian War
Storm, Caused by the Child Slave Rebellion.1 These literary works, along with the
hundreds of drawings, paintings and collages left by the artist reveal an individual aware
of the significance of his inspirational models, appreciative of irony, and knowledgeable
about contemporary and historic affairs.
Darger’s In the Realms of the Unreal is a narrative story, written in longhand, then
typed and edited into fifteen volumes, seven of which are hand bound with string,
cardboard and cloth into large format books.2 Eight other volumes remain unbound, along
with hundreds of ancillary pages of edited text.3 Additionally, a large reference book
details the story, outlining chapters, listing character names, battles fought, and episodes
pictured.4 The story, set on an imaginary planet, focuses on the heroic adventures of the
seven Vivian sisters, fighting for the Christian nation of Angelinia in an effort to stop the
country of Glandelinia from continuing its practice of child slavery. The war grows to
1. The actual count is 15,145 pages.
2. John MacGregor, Henry Darger: In the Realms of the Unreal, (New York, Delano Greenidge Editions,
2002), 40. One of the homes where Darger resided as a child, The Mission of Our Lady of Mercy, ran a
publishing business. It seems likely that Darger was introduced to bookbinding techniques there. Although
the covers of Darger’s books are somewhat rudimentary the finesse demonstrated in the actual string
binding indicates Darger knew how to professionally bind groups of pages together.
3. Michael Bonesteel, Henry Darger: Art and Selected Writings, (New York, Rizzoli, 2000) 19-25.
4. The book contains 436 pages of text as well as drawings of various flags and some collage elements.
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global proportions over its duration, and Darger’s story unfolds as a repetitive, seemingly
endless series of bloody battles, which ultimately end in victory for the Christians.
Darger’s text and visual art present an allegorical tale in which children, both as victims
and as saviors, remain caught in the serious business of warfare, ultimately finding
redemption through their own courageous acts.
Darger began developing the text of his story sometime in late 1909 or early
1910, but the writing and production of artwork that was inspired by the novel, went on
throughout Darger’s lifetime, with the creation of paintings and collages occurring well
into the 1960’s.5 In addition to the bound volumes of text, Darger also left three hand
bound portfolios of drawings.6 The larger paintings, with grounds consisting of numerous
sheets of joined paper, measure up to eleven feet in length, with images recto and verso.
When fully open, Darger’s picture books would have extended beyond the dimensions of
his small room. 7
Much of Darger’s visual art continues the themes developed in his literary work:
Global warfare, the pursuit, capture and brutalization of children by adults as exemplified
through the practice of child slavery, and conversely, the intelligence and bravery of
children in the face of overwhelming abuse. Although Darger’s notes seem to indicate the
paintings began as illustrations of the text, the visual art eventually grows into a separate
body of work functioning more as an image based version of the story rather than a
5. Henry Darger, unpublished diary page, Henry Darger Archive, American Folk Art Museum, New York.
“Started drawing new picture December 21, 1964. day when winter begins. Finished? Finished drawing
March 29, 1965, begin painting Wednesday. Finished? “
6. After their discovery the drawings were cut from their bindings and dispersed for sale. No record
exists of their original order, however, one binding with image remnants remains intact and is held in the
collection of the American Folk Art Museum, New York. With funding, this will be a future research project.
7. Yukikp Koide and Kyoichi Tsuzuki, eds. Henry Darger’s Room: 851 Webster (Tokyo: Imperial Press,
2007), 91. Darger’s living area measured 17’ 6” x 13’ 8 3/4” and was filled with stacks of newspapers,
magazines and handmade scrapbooks of favorite cartoons and images.
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reinforcement of the written volumes.
Darger wrote that he was taught to read the newspapers before entering school and his
enthusiasm for current events and cultural information never diminished.8 Stacks of
newspapers and magazines as well as classic novels such as A Tale of Two Cites by
Charles Dickens and The History of Don Quixote by Cervantes were discovered in his
home. Darger used all of these sources and many others as the foundation for his written
and visual art, borrowing characters from literary sources, transforming news events into
fictional episodes, and tracing, altering and combining individual visual elements into
large complex images that fit his narrative. Much of this ephemera was subsequently
discarded in the early 1970’s after Darger had vacated his home; however, a great deal of
the material did survive.9 Darger’s use of cultural elements in the creation of his visual art
is well documented, but with few exceptions the linking of Darger’s narrative themes to
that same culture has been largely ignored.10
The dialogue generated by the presentation and reception of Darger’s work centers
around the artist’s incongruous images of children brutalized by war and the coloring
book style in which they are presented. Darger’s repetitive writings and drawings
depicting violent attacks on children, fantasy elements such as flying human-like
creatures and young naked girls with undeveloped male genitalia have generated
speculation concerning the artist’s mental stability, with select biographical information
8. Henry Darger, The History of My Life, 21, Henry Darger archive, American Folk Art Museum, New
York; Bonesteel, Art and Writings, 240; and Klaus Biesenbach, Henry Darger, (Munich, Prestel Verlag,
2009) 283.
9. Bonesteel, Art and Writings, 14.
10. For descriptions of Darger’s technical process, see Bonesteel, Art and Writings, 26-31; Brooke Davis
Anderson, Darger: The Henry Darger Collection at the American Folk Art Museum, (New York, AFAM and
Abrams, 2001), 11-13, 106-123; and MacGregor, Realms, 118-180.
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adding credence to the diagnosis; notably the artist’s four and a half years as an
adolescent resident in the Lincoln Asylum for Feeble Minded Children.11 Adjectives
associated with Darger used in the academic and critical press include psychotic, mad,
reclusive, outsider, even murderer and interpretations involving irrational obsessions,
pedophilic motives or homicidal intentions remain attached to the man.12
Consistently described as a recluse, the mental image of Darger working alone in a
cramped apartment while fantasizing over images of young girls has left the artist’s
legacy vulnerable to outlandish interpretations. We must remember that Darger’s work is
a symbolic interpretation, and we only have to look at the extensive planning and
complex process he utilized in its production to realize his intention was one of artistic
commentary.
The obsessive, violent nature of Darger’s text and imagery has often been presented
as implicit evidence of a man slipping from reality.13 This focus on mental instability has
resulted in the lasting perception of Darger as an individual immersed in fantasy and
disconnected from the prevailing culture; the definitive “outsider” artist, existing on the

11. MacGregor, Realms, 46. Darger was admitted to the asylum at age twelve on November 28, 1904
and escaped on July 23,1909.
12. MacGregor, “Henry Darger: In the Realms of the Unreal,” Parallel Visions: Modern Artists and
Outsider Art , exh. cat. Maurice Tuchman, Carol S. Eliel (Los Angeles, Museum Associates, Los Angels
County Museum of Art, New Jersey, Princeton University Press,1992) 260, 270; MacGregor, Realms, 22.23,
note 210,677; Robert Hughes, “A Life of Bizarre Obsession” Time, February 4, 1997,
http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,985966,00.html (accessed November 15, 2011); Sean
Thomas, “Portraits of a Serial Killer?” Review of the documentary film In the Realm of the Unreal, directed by
Jessica Yu.The Guardian, January 12, 2005, http://www.guardian.co.uk/artanddesign/2005/jan/12/art
(accessed November 15, 2011); Ken Johnson, “ A Survey of a Field Hard to Define” review of Outsider Art
Fair, New York, New York Times, February 5, 2010,
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/02/06/arts/design/06outsider.html?scp=1&sq=outsider%20art%20fair&st=cse.
698n6. (accessed November 15, 2011).
13. MacGregor, Realms, 22, 104.
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fringes of society.14
The fact that Darger was committed to a mental institution tends to define his
character and little examination has been given to alternative reasons for his incarceration
or to the utilization of the abuses he may have witnessed or suffered as forming the basis
for his art and writings. By shifting the focus away from a psychological reading of the
work and giving closer examination to external factors, an entirely different set of
motivations emerge, not work produced from a psychological disorder but a direct
reaction to social situations occurring in the world at large.
This paper will link the development of Darger’s chosen themes to conditions at the
Lincoln Asylum, as well as historic events and important social movements of early
twentieth century America, notably, the struggle for labor reform, the women’s suffrage
movement and the fight against human trafficking for prostitution, known at the time as
white slavery. It will explore the case of Elsie Paroubek, and other actual figures
transformed by Darger to appear as important characters in his fantasy novel. Primary
source material from the Henry Darger archive, held at the American Folk Art Museum,
New York, and Intuit: the Center for Intuitive and Outsider Art, Chicago, form the basis
of this research. Additionally, court testimony and newspaper accounts from the early
twentieth century will provide direct connections to Darger’s concepts; daily newspapers
will be of particular focus as they were Darger’s principal source of information.
Darger’s use of newspapers and magazines is well documented in relation to the artist’s
14 . The linking of mental illness to the development of visual art has precedent in defining texts such as
John Haslam’s Illustrations of Madness, 1810; Walter Morganthaler’s study of artist Aldoph Wolfli, Ein
Geisteskranker als Künstler, (A Psycriatic Patient as Artist) 1921; Franz Prinzhorn’s, Bildnerei der
Geisteskranken, (Artistry of the Mentally Ill), 1922; Jean Dubuffet’s L'Art Brut prefere aux arts culturel, (Art
Brut preferred to cultural art) 1947; and Roger Cardinal’s English interpretation of Dubuffet’s text, Outsider
Art, 1972. For a more complete history on the topic see John MacGregor, The Discovery of the Art of the
Insane, (New Jersey, Princeton University Press, 1989).
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visual work but fewer links have made between these materials and Darger’s writing,
giving support to the perception that Darger lived a life disconnected from the world at
large. Even when such relationships are mentioned they tend to dissolve into
examinations of Darger’s mental state, ignoring the fact that Darger was working from a
historical perspective. Although Darger’s creative work remains connected to its fantasy
elements, approaching its subtext as a documentation of contemporary society places
Darger alongside other American social realist artists.15
This thesis is divided into two parts. Part one looks at the development of
Darger’s themes and presents evidence that indicates even the most difficult to
understand aspects of Darger’s work grew from a response to personal experiences and a
reaction to major social movements of the period, thus contextualizing it as work
reflective of society. Part two will look at Darger’s development as a visual artist and
present evidence that Darger was not only aware of what could be termed fine art, but
had assistance in developing the techniques he used in the production of his own work.
In reviewing Darger’s biography it is not difficult to imagine the emotional stress
he must have suffered and how childhood experiences may have affected the course of
his life. However, an approach to Darger’s work grounded in historical documentation
offers a more complete picture of the man and the artist, who used his personal
experiences and social situations as the foundation for his work. It is not my intention to
dwell on biography as an exploration of Darger’s psychological state; I introduce it only
as a guide to external factors that link directly to Darger’s creative work.
15. John Steuart Curry and Jacob Lawrence are two examples. Curry’s focus on the destructive force of
weather as a metaphor for social turmoil and Lawrence’s work documenting the plight and contributions of
another underrepresented group of citizens, African Americans, seem particularly relevant comparisons. The
idea of Darger as a distinctly American artist will be explored in a later paper.
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PART 1
EARLY MOTIVATION:
CULTURAL INFLUENCES ON DARGER’S THEMES
On April 12, 1892 Henry Joseph Darger was born to a working poor family on the
south side of Chicago. His father, Henry senior, a tailor, along with his two brothers had
emigrated from Germany in 1874; his mother, Rosa, was originally from Wisconsin. At
the time of Darger’s birth his father was fifty-two years old, his mother, thirty.16 In 1896,
shortly before Darger was four years old, his mother gave birth to a daughter and died a
few days later; the baby was given up for adoption. For the next four years Darger lived
with his ailing father while attending local schools, but aggressive behavior began to
surface.17 Around 1900 Darger was baptized into the Catholic church and taken to live at
The Mission of our Lady of Mercy, a Catholic home for dependent boys commonly
referred to as the newsboys home; 18 he was eight years old. Darger’s father, who had
been suffering from physical ailments and presumably unable to work, entered St
Augustine’s Poor House, a Catholic charity.19
Darger claims that while living at the mission his father and godmother visited often,
16. Henry Darger, The History of My Life, archive held at The American Folk Art Museum, New York;
partially reprinted in: Bonesteel, Writings, 8-10; MacGregor, Realms, 31-84; Biesenbach, Darger, 281-313.
Darger’s autobiography is contained within the first 207 pages of a much longer handwritten work that
evolves into a fictional narrative. Biesenbach’s volume includes a posthumously typed, but intentionally
“yellowed” as to appear aged, copy of the first section of Darger’s autobiography. Darger’s numbering of the
pages drifts out of sequence as he duplicates page numbers from time to time. The page numbers I have
listed are the actual count numbers for pages included and do not always coincide with Darger’s numbering.
17 . Darger, History, 5, 8, 9, 19-21. Darger mentions hurting playmates and starting fires.
18. Macgregor, Realms, 40. The mission cared for 500-600 homeless children a year. Many of these
boys worked on the streets of Chicago selling newspapers, thus the nickname given the home.
19. Darger does not mention what became of his two uncles, but presumably they were unable or
unwilling to care for their ailing brother.
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and at one point Darger’s father made an attempt to put the boy in the care of a relative
but never completed the process. During the day Darger attended a nearby public school
but his behavioral problems continued. Darger writes with insight about consistently
disrupting class with funny noises and how his behavior landed him in trouble on
numerous occasions.20 Representatives from the home or school had Darger examined by
a doctor several times and in November 1904, at the age of twelve, Darger was
committed to the Lincoln Asylum for Feeble Minded Children.21
A year later, Darger received word that his father had died and over the course of the
next three and a half years he made several attempts to escape the asylum, succeeding on
one occasion but returning to the facility. On a third attempt, in July of 1909, he finally
escaped the institution and made his way back to Chicago. Then seventeen, Darger
contacted his godmother, and with her help, secured employment as a janitor at Saint
Joseph’s hospital, moving into housing provided by the institution.
Knowledgeable about history and specifically the American Civil War, Darger began
work sometime in 1909 or 1910 on a manuscript that formed the basis for In the Realms
of the Unreal. This work was either lost or stolen, but Darger started a second version
almost immediately.22 Drafted into the United States Army in September 1917, Darger
spent several months training in Texas before receiving an honorable discharge in late
December due to his poor physical condition.23 He returned to his job at St Joseph’s
20. Darger, History, 34-43; MacGregor, Realms, 43-44.
21. MacGregor, Realms, 45. MacGregor points out that Darger’s admission papers were signed by the
doctor who examind him, Dr. Otto Schmidt, as well as Darger’s father.
22. Darger, Time Book Monthly notebook, 47, Darger archive American Folk Art Museum, file 46.1.
23. Darger writes that he exaggerated his poor vision to gain release for the army, but Darger’s
honorable discharge papers state only that Darger was 5’1” tall, and his health condition was poor. Darger
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hospital.
In 1922 Darger went to work at Grant Hospital in Chicago, moving into a rooming
house at 1035 Webster Avenue, across the street from his church. Ten years later Darger
moved three and a half blocks to the east and took a small apartment at 851 Webster
Avenue where he remained for most of his life. Over the years Darger was employed by
several area hospitals, eventually retiring in 1963 due to physical problems with his leg.
Darger produced the majority of his paintings and collages at 851 Webster, remaining in
the apartment until November 1972, when failing health and physical frailty forced him
to move into Saint Augustine’s poor house, where he died on April 13,1973, one day
after his eighty-first birthday.24
By all appearances, Darger lived a routine and somewhat mundane life, working at a
series of labor intensive low paying jobs from the age of seventeen until his retirement at
age seventy-one. Darger worked full time, devoting free hours and savings to the
development of his creative pursuits. He attended church regularly, later in life several
times a day, and his Catholic faith plays a key role in the fictional story he developed. He
often ate meals at a nearby diner, kept bank accounts and life insurance policies, suffered
personal and financial losses, voted, was drafted and served briefly in the U.S. army. He
visited local amusement parks and the World’s Fair, had his typewriter repaired,
purchased art supplies and books including classic literature, read newspapers and
magazines and listened to music. Darger’s personal relationships were limited, but on
occasion he corresponded by mail with friends who encouraged him to visit more often
archive American Folk Art Museum, 48.4; also in MacGregor, Realms, 57. We can also assume that
perhaps Darger was too short and weak to handle a rifle safely.
24. MacGregor, Realms, 680n340. MacGregor points out that this is the same home Darger’s father
spent his final days.
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and among his belongings are the remnants of small Christmas gifts from neighbors.
Given Darger’s upbringing it is no small accomplishment that he was able to develop a
relatively stable and self-sufficient life. His desire to participate in daily activities related
to his physical, spiritual and artistic needs undermines the notion of the man as a recluse,
and puts him in company with millions of citizens past an present whose lives center
primarily around work and home.
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CHAPTER ONE
THE LINCOLN ASYLUM 1904-1909
As the idea became familiar to me, it gradually shaped itself into its present form.
Throughout it’s execution, it has had complete possession of me; I have so far
verified what is done and suffered in these pages, as that I have certainly done and
suffered it all myself.
Charles Dickens, Preface, A Tale of Two Cities.25
In his autobiography The History of My Life, Darger wrote how discipline problems
landed him in trouble with his teachers.26 It is not difficult to imagine how disruptive
behavior would have been viewed as intolerable in the classroom setting of the 1900’s. In
1904, Darger was taken several times to be examined by a doctor, presumably by
representatives of the Our Lady of Mercy, the home where Darger was residing, and in
November of that year he was removed from that Catholic charity and the public school
he was attending and placed in the Illinois Asylum for Feeble Minded Children at
Lincoln.27 Livid over this betrayal, Darger claimed to have later come to some acceptance
about his life there.28
The Asylum housed a population of approximately 1300 male and female residents

25. Charles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities, 1859, preface. A post 1935 copy of the novel was found
among Darger’s possessions. Darger archive, American Folk Art Museum, New York, box 110.
26. Darger, History, 6-7, 27, 34-38; Macregor, Realms, 38, 43-44; Biesenbach, Darger, 281, 284-286.
27. Darger, History, 45-47; MacGregor, Realms, 45; Biesenbach, Darger, 287. Darger writes that after a
physical examination the Doctor told him that his “heart was not in the right place.” MacGregor, supplying
information from the application for admission to the asylum cites the reason for confinement was “self
abuse,” and notes that the admission records were signed by the examining physician and Darger’s father.
28. Darger, History, 46; Biesenbach, Darger, 287.
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who were separated within the north and south wings of the main building.29 Several
outer buildings known as cottages housed patients requiring additional care. The residents
ranged from children to adults: Darger was twelve years old when he entered the facility
and seventeen when he escaped. While there, Darger attended school, although the
nature of the classes changed dramatically during his time in the institution from lessons
based in academics to vocational crafts. In the summer months Darger was sent to work
at the state farm a few miles away. He claimed to have not minded the work, but hated to
be removed from the main facility “…as for some reason it was home to me.” 30
State Investigative Report
Darger may never have known it, but his time in the asylum coincided with a series of
abuse charges leveled against the institution that led to a statewide examination of
facilities and a lengthy set of hearings. In early 1908 the Special Investigating Committee
of the State of Illinois forty-fifth General Assembly began interviews as part of its
process, and through the testimony of administrators, doctors, employees, inmates and
parents, an incomplete but compelling account emerged about conditions at the facility.
As a result of the hearings, the last year and a half of Darger’s confinement saw
significant general changes in conditions and staff. The testimony delivered during the
investigation is shocking, and reveals much about the state of the institution during
Darger’s incarceration, drawing a picture of a facility overwhelmed by the needs of
its residents. It seems clear that over time the institution had strayed from its original
29. Illinois General Assembly, Testimony, Findings, and Debates; Investigation of Illinois State
Institutions 45th General Assembly, (Chicago, Regan Printing House,1909) 108.
30. Darger, History, 66; Biesenbach, Darger, 290.
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mission based on teaching and become a holding facility for children spanning a wide
range of ages and with a variety of needs.31 Patients included those requiring medical
attention for physical disabilities and serious conditions including tuberculosis, those
with mild to severe mental illness, and some who were having difficulty fitting into
social structures. This mixture of residents stemmed from the fact that inmates could be
committed to the institution on a Doctors orders, with little or no review of the decision.
Dr Harry Hardt, superintendent of the institution asked for a change in the admission
process, claiming that lack of court oversight grouped patients with varying levels of
need into a single facility. In Hardt’s words, “…a mixture of five or six different
varieties, which should have institutions for themselves.” But Hardt’s larger complaint
concerned the admission by medical doctors of residents who clearly did not belong in
the institution, individuals who several committee members referred to as
“incorrigibles.” 32 Committee chairman, John W. Hill, summarized Hardt’s position that
the courts should decide proper placement, “and not dump incorrigibles among the feeble
minded children and crippled children, where they do more harm than all the rest.” 33
Added to information from Darger’s admittance application, Hill and Hardt leave
open the possibility that Darger’s diagnosis and subsequent confinement had no medical
basis.
Combining various levels of need into one institution made the care of residents
difficult to organize and as the necessity for a hearing implies, left clients unmanaged.
31. MacGregor, Realms, 47-49; State Investigation, 282. References are made to students in their
thirties.
32. State Investigation, 50. See appendix.
33. Ibid., 50.
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Widespread neglect seemed to be an indirect form of abuse by a staff grown careless
from overwork and hopeless about change from an unresponsive management.34
A typical labor month for staff consisted of fourteen-hour days, with half a day off each
week and alternating Sundays free. As a way of supplementing paid staff, capable
inmates were added to the labor force; older children cared for younger patients, and
residents of all ages worked long hours in the facilities various services. Walter Kaak, a
teenage resident who lost an arm while working unsupervised in the laundry facilities,
describes in testimony, rising at five in the morning, scrubbing floors until six thirty,
breaking for breakfast and starting work in the laundry at seven. There he would work a
ten-hour shift with one thirty minute lunch break.35
Schoolwork at the institution had begun more traditionally, but in 1907 changes were
implemented, shifting the focus of classes from primary education in subjects such as
reading, geography and history, to instruction based in hand work. Dr. Hardt stated: “ The
school system has been materially changed…the children, caring nothing about the
remote causes of the civil war, or about the beasts that live in the southern Indies….” In
place of traditional classrooms, Hardt “instituted manual training, and the children are as
enthusiastic as when receiving new toys.” 36 Hardt describes the activities as “Drawing
painting and clay modeling; reed, raffia and basket work, as well as woodworking,
referred to as sloyd work.” 37 Dr. Hardt also mentioned purchases made for the

34. Ibid., 122.
35. Ibid., 241. See Appendix.
36. Ibid., 15.
37. Ibid., 279. Sloyd work is a Swedish system of education that was developed in the mid nineteenth
century by Otto Aron Saloman, that focuses on hand and craft work. Primarily based in woodworking, it also
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circulating library, “picture books and story books for the children” noting again the
fundamental changes to the teaching school “…practically making it a school where they
work with their hands, as well as training the mind on stories and book learning.” 38
It seems likely, although in many ways ironic, that some of Darger’s continued
exposure to art making came from his time in the asylum.39 Exactly how much of this
kind of activity was available is difficult to gauge. Later testimony describes a lack of
past recordkeeping at the school and throughout the document it is clear Dr Hardt tried to
exaggerate the positive aspects of his decisions.40 Nevertheless, an interesting connection
is made between Darger’s art making, literature in the form of illustrated books, and the
later development of Darger’s oeuvre. From early childhood Darger had an awareness of
illustrated books and an interest in painting. This is addressed more fully in chapter two,
but the possibility that this curiosity was encouraged into Darger’s teen years establishes
continuity to his artistic development. Because the institution provided a library, it is
possible Darger spent a certain amount of time reading. However, it is reasonable to
assume that once on the farm, Darger would not have had access to reading material; this
certainly could have been one of the sources of Darger’s dissatisfaction with having to
leave the facility during the summer months.41

includes other forms of craft. Although rarely referred to today in the U.S., it was popular at the turn of the
century.
38 . Ibid., 25.
39. MacGregor, Realms, 50. MacGregor quotes an inmate from a similar institution about the prevalence
and value of daydreaming, as a way to pass time.
40. State Investigaion, 280.
41 . Darger, History, 60-61; Biesenbach, Darger, 289.
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If Darger had been encouraged to think in terms of stories and art making, testimony
provided during the investigation suggests that situations occurring in the asylum
provided gruesome inspiration, forming the basis for some of Darger’s most violent
imagery. Darger’s visual work is complex and draws from many sources including
classic western literature, the American Civil War, World War I and World War II, but
connecting the work directly to situations in the Lincoln asylum seems a logical place to
start as this passage from The Realms implies: “…Indeed everybody in the world who
reads magazines and stories and newspapers, has often been shocked at the revelations by
the police frequently who rescued children who had been treated cruel by parents,
relatives, institutions, and the like….” 42
Most of the testimony is distressing: reports of residents being beaten, accidents
resulting in loss of limbs, severe burns and broken bones. One incident involved the
director stealing money from residents who had sneaked out during the night and
supposedly returned intoxicated.43 Noxious air caused by sewage leaks and plumbing
backups were also a recurring problem.
Limited training in the care and treatment of residents resulted in the frequent use of
force as a disciplinary tactic. In some of the wards, when deemed necessary, the
attendants used confining utica cribs44 for younger children and occasionally chained
others to the floor during waking hours to keep them from wandering off or creating
disturbances. Straitjackets were also employed for restraint and although it is difficult to
determine the frequency of use, these measures were employed when deemed necessary
42. Darger, Realms, Vol. 9, 1043; Macgregor, Realms, 547.
43. State Investigation, 263.
44. A Utica crib is a bed designed to confine patients of any age. It has railed sides and a gate that locks
across the top,
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by the attendant.
One incident reported in testimony involved a young girl who was bound in a
straitjacket and left in a dark basement near employee showers that had been fouled by
rising sewage.45 Darger would later write in the Realms:
Penrod rescued one little girl from an unventilated closet or cellar under one of the
fortified dugouts where she had been kept for six years and one half like a dog in a
kennel. Penrod estimated the little girl might be ten or eleven years old but when
he found how her legs were shrunken and her pipe stem arms and sadly emaciated
little body, … he realized she had been half starved.46
There was a high rate of anemia among inmates and testimony consistently mentions
food in short supply, the most common being a lack of milk, eggs and vegetables. What
food was available was substandard, including inedible bread, wormy oatmeal, and at
times tainted meat.47 Contradicting these reports Darger states that meals were “good and
plenty,” 48 but it seems that the quality of the food was better on the farm and it is most
likely the workers there were provided with food that was fresh. Testimony indicates that
conditions within the institution improved just prior to the investigation, and positive
changes were later implemented as a result of the committee’s findings.
Lack of clothing was an ongoing problem and children would often wear the same
garments for weeks at a time, or go without when necessary. The girl’s dormitory had no
drapes and could be easily viewed from the road and the yard of the facility, particularly
after dark, exposing the young women inside.49
45. State Investigation, 136.
46. Darger, Realms, Vol. 9, 1043; Macgregor, Realms, 547.
47. State Investigation, 125. One horrific story involved a cat caught in the large mixers preparing the
bread dough.
48. Darger, History, 59-60; Biesenbach, Darger, 289.
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Darger’s use of nudity, while generating speculation in the press as to motive, is an
often repeated motif. Darger’s fictional victims, who in their naked state remain all the
more vulnerable to the whims of their captors, simultaneously exhibit a certain liberty:
free spirits trapped in a world at war. At its core however, Darger’s use of nudity is in
large part an empathic response to awareness of need and the repetitive nature of the
imagery a symbolic reminder of necessities never provided.50 In his autobiography,
Darger describes how in childhood his teacher required him to repeat corrected errors.
“…for mistakes in school I would have to write a sentence of words 200 times or
more,” a practice he carried into adulthood with repetitive writings and images.51
The Transgendered Child
One of the more puzzling aspects of Darger’s visual work is his use of intersexual
figures. In Darger’s visual art they are presented as young girls with undeveloped male
genitalia; hand drawn penises added to Darger’s carefully traced figures.52 MacGregor
stated his belief that the artist used penises out of confusion, having no knowledge of
female anatomy.53 This seems like an unreasonable assumption, and lack of clothing for

49. State Investigation, 129.
50 . Macgrogor, Realms, 535. This is not to imply that sexual abuse was not a factor; on the contrary, it
seems a strong possibility given the extreme range in ages of the inmates, and the lack of supervision both
of and by the staff. Only one pregnancy is mentioned in the testimony and statements indicate that the
patient came to the institution in that condition. Macgregor points out that the institution took great pains to
keep the male and female populations separated. But he goes on to introduce the distinct possibility of
homosexual activity occurring regularly within the facility.
51. Darger, History, 7; Bonsteel, Writings, 236; Biesenbach, Darger, 281.
52. Darger usually altered his figures in some way from the original source material.
53. MacGregor, Realms, 529-532. MacGregor notes that Darger does not provide any written reasons
for the addition of penises.
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the children at the asylum discussed in the testimony, has strong implications here,
suggesting the possibility that Darger was more aware of differences than previously
thought.54 Turning to the written text, MacGregor notes that the artist’s use of
hermaphroditic figures takes a different form; the often repeated use of cross-dressing
as a means of disguise.55 Darger never addressed his use of hermaphroditic figures and
the topic is too large to be properly covered in this paper; however, clues as to the origin
of the idea can be traced directly to testimony regarding disciplinary tactics at the asylum.
When questioned about methods of punishment for the residents Hardt insisted that
discipline was mild, consisting of verbal reprimands, or the loss of outdoor privileges.
However, one form of punishment involved the dressing of male patients in girls
clothing, presumably to embarrass the children into submission. There is no direct
evidence to connect this activity to Darger; however the fact that it had occurred in the
institution during his time there cannot be overlooked.56
There are other examples of Darger’s potential exposure to the idea of cross-dressing.
Later in September 1910 after Darger left the asylum, the Chicago Examiner ran
a lengthy Sunday feature story with illustrations on the life of Marie Le Roy, a French
woman in England who spent twenty-seven years living as Henry Lloyd. In published
excerpts from her diary, Le Roy expressed a desire to dress and live as a man, and found
an excuse, marrying her dear friend Elizabeth, a woman she loved, to conceal the fact that

54. I have addressed MacGregors position with additional evidence in part two.
55. MacGregor, Realms, 100, 526-529.
56. State Investigation, 32; MacGregor, Realms, 527. MacGregor briefly mentions the asylum’s policy of
punitively dressing boys in girls clothing, but does not pursue the fact as important to the development of
Darger’s imagery. If nothing else we must assume the internal gossip over this type of incident was high.
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Elizabeth had conceived a child out of wedlock.57 Another example of course is Joan of
Arc, whose use of male attire during battle is common knowledge.58
In Darger’s written story male and female children, moving freely from one gender
role to the other, often dress in disguise as members of the opposite sex.59 In this passage
from The Realms, girls and boys switch identities in order to evade their pursuers, the
girls, already dressed in male clothing, wait for their young colleague:
Just at this moment the tent entrance was thrust aside, and General Aronburg himself
entered, leading the little boy dressed in girl’s clothing…“What a pretty girl he sure
would make.” Said Jennie, turning him around….The child stood gravely regarding
the two girls in their new and strange attire, observing a profound silence, and
occasionally drawing deep sighs….60
Strangulation as a Symbol
Despite Dr. Hardt’s testimony suggesting a lack of disciplinary tactics, many
incidents of unsanctioned violence were reported, often explained as corporeal
punishment. One example is the use of choking as a form of discipline. The disturbing
image of children being strangled runs throughout Darger’s writing and visual art, and
acts committed at the asylum would appear to be the source. One witness testified that
choking was a part of behavior modification used in the facilities’ barber shop, where
unruly or unwilling children would be made to “come to time.” In the incident

57. “Greater Love Hath No-Woman”; “ Why I Thought Her My Father”; Henry Lloyd, “Her Story of
Martyrdom.” Chicago Examiner, September 25, 1910, Chicago Public Library digital collection,
http://digital.chipublib.org/u?/CNP1910,12791 (accessed 12 April, 2010).
58. Darger would have certainly been aware of Joan of Arc. Joan’s beatification in 1909, and her
canonization in 1920 was important news at the time, particularly in Catholic circles.
59. Cross-dressing as a theatrical device in western culture can be traced back to Greek mythology.
60. Darger, Realms; in MacGregor, Realms, 526.
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mentioned, a towel was twisted around the child’s neck until his tongue protruded and his
face turned blue; choking the boy “until he pretty near gave up.” 61
In conveying these incidents Darger does not shy from the use of graphic details in
either medium. Glandelinian soldiers take great pleasure in their use of strangulation as a
means of extermination and Darger dedicates long passages in the novel and entire
groups of drawings to the subject, obsessively presenting the concept as the ultimate
symbol of suffering and abuse. Darger’s paintings often include pictures within pictures,
portraits or landscapes used as decoration in an interior, as a device to provide
information about a setting, or to give the viewer clues about the characters depicted.
This clear indication of the understanding of image as a conveyor of message extends
into the realm of propaganda when applied to the strangulation images. Within the
context of his work, Darger positions these images several different ways. Often they are
presented as a direct retelling of action that occurred in real time, with violence
perpetrated on ‘living’ victims. Other times they act as ghostly reminders of past
murders, such as with the fictional child rebel Annie Aronburg, who is murdered
partially through strangulation and reappears numerous times as a spectral choking
victim. Aronburg is not always perceptible to characters within the narrative but visible to
us the viewer as a reminder of history and perhaps as a premonition of future abuse. A
more earthbound example is Darger’s depiction of choking in the form of large-scale
public art, presented as billboards or massive sculptures placed within a landscape.
Designed as intimidation gestures by the enemy, these monuments can be read within the
narrative and outside its confines as symbols of moral cultural disintegration. At times
Darger rendered these statues as whitish stone, clearly recognizable as sculptural objects,
61. State Testimony, 26. See appendix.
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but he often employed color. These polychromed examples, like their billboard
counterparts, confuse our perceptions by first appearing to be living figures in the
drawing; only through closer inspection do we discover they are in fact sculptural
representations. In separating the “live figures” from their effigies, in effect documenting
an art object, Darger adds another layer of reality, taking us deeper into the action
depicted. No longer a simple retelling of past atrocities, these sculptural objects represent
a living possibility. In this way Darger surprises and actively involves us as participants,
directing the public threat of strangulation as much at us the viewer, as at the characters
within the narrative. Often, however, the enemies intended intimidation fails to
materialize, as children in the scenes frequently provide direct negative commentary
about the sculptures, or mock them entirely.
In Untilted (Fig. 1), children crowd the scene anchored by large sculptures in the
upper corners of the drawing. The torn edge at left indicates the likelihood that the image
at one time extended beyond its current dimensions. The sculptures are in damaged
condition and seem to indicate less of a reference to contemporary monuments, of which
many examples existed within Darger’s neighborhood, but more of an awareness of and
reference to antiquity.62 Several of the children have a dialogue concerning the fact that
some of the sculptural victims are missing tongues or limbs; one of the perpetrators on
the left has lost the upper portion of his scull. On the right, birds rest on the heads and
shoulders of several murdering soldiers, oblivious to the evil on display below them.

62. Darger’s church, St. Vincent’s, displays many large sculptures including winged angels. Additionally,
Darger lived less than a mile from Chicago’s Lincoln Park. The park holds many prominent sculptural
monuments including work by Augustus Saint-Gaudens. Chicago’s Art Institute began its collection with
plaster casts of antiquities. According to archival records hundreds of plaster casts were on display during
the 1910’s and 20’s, among them Winged Victory, and two works depicting strangulation, The Laocoon and
Lapithus and the Centaurs.
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The bright blue faces and bulging tongues of the sculptural children appear in repetition
as in much of Darger’s work; supporting the idea of continued abuse and reinforcing the
helplessness of their situation. Although their scale is somewhat enlarged, the
polychromed sculptures blend in with the living characters in the scene, blurring our
perception between documentation and live action.
Return to Society
Darger’s belief in an unjust incarceration and his three attempts at escape seem a
likely source for the abundant imagery of children intent on liberating themselves from
their captors. Several of Darger’s drawings depict men on horseback wearing western
styled hats and wielding lassos. In Darger’s At Norma Catherine. Are Captured Again by
Glandelinian Cavalry (Fig. 2), three children have been roped around the neck, while a
fourth child does her best to escape; other children on horseback are pursued by an
enemy only hinted at by the saber entering the image from the left. Two other children
on the right side of the drawing remain unconcerned about the violence occurring around
them. In other drawings the heroic Vivian sisters and the winged creatures known as
Blengins use their own ropes to turn the tables on their pursuers. These images could
have been inspired by Western films or printed source material, but we can easily relate
the incident to one directly from Darger’s autobiography. “During the early summer of
my fourth year, it was June, and I made my first attempt to run away, but the farm’s
cowboy caught me in a cornfield, tied my hands together on a long rope, and made me
run back all the way at the rear of his horse.” 63 It seems reasonable that the need for

63. Darger, History, 65-66; Biesenbach, Darger, 290.
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control of inmates would translate to the open areas of the farm where escape could be an
obvious temptation, but it is impossible to determine if Darger’s account from childhood
is one of exaggeration or even fantasy. In his autobiography Darger does refer to one of
several workers on the farm as “the cowboy” and later goes on to describe his other
attempts at escape in great detail.64 On a second attempt Darger claims he succeeded and
returned to Chicago, where “…after a storm, I foolishly gave myself up to police…” He
was returned to the institution. Finally, in June of 1909, a third attempt with two other
boys also proved successful. In Decatur Illinois the boys separated and Darger again
headed north, back to Chicago and an unknown future.65
Darger’s 3 Place not mentioned Episode 2 Escape with great number of kids still
fighting (Fig. 3), depicts one hundred and ten girls and boys, naked or partially clothed
in tattered remnants, marching forward toward the viewer and presumably their freedom.
Darger’s paintings often depict narrow escapes on foot over vast landscapes; at times
these images are celebratory, even exuberant, but few works are as melancholy in their
rendering. Exhibiting little of the direct aggressive violence or relaxed detachment so
prevalent in many of the artist’s paintings, this work sets a contemplative tone; for these
children, liberation seems both a relief and cause for new anxieties. Many of these
refugees appear exhausted and disoriented, while others seem gleeful at finally achieving
independence and with it, some degree of human dignity. The description at the top of the
drawing simply reads, “North Two Hours Later.”
Leaving behind security, friendships, a self-described home, and his own childhood,

64. Ibid., 64; Biesenbach, Darger, 290. Darger gives the man’s name as Mr. West.
65. Ibid., 66-69; Biesenbach, Darger, 290-291.
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Darger must have experienced a similar mix of emotions with his return to active
society. Once confined and controlled, Darger at age seventeen, suddenly found himself
on his own. Darger’s three attempts at liberation offer a clear indication of his resolve to
make a life for himself, and as MacGregor suggests, an understanding on Darger’s part
that the asylum was not for him.66 Later in his life Darger wrote of his mistake at leaving
the institution.67 It seems reasonable to assume that he would have sought some degree of
security in the institutional work environments of his home town.68

66. MacGregor, Realms, 46.
67. Darger, History, 75, 77-78; Macgregor, Realms, 54; Biesenback, Darger, 292.
68. MacGregor, Realms, 55.
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CHAPTER TWO
SOCIAL CONDITIONS IN CHICAGO 1909-1912
Darger’s writings and art have always been positioned as works of fantasy. However,
many of the themes Darger utilizes can be traced directly to social conditions that were
written about in the pages of the mainstream Chicago newspapers. To view Darger’s
work outside of the context of early twentieth century Chicago misses the artist’s
motivation and intention. Darger’s interest in child slavery as a cause for war and the
young heroic women who liberate these victims coincides with several important social
movements of the time: the drive to end forced prostitution, known commonly as white
slavery; the growing notion of extending voting and additional rights to women; and the
fight for labor reform including the abolition of child labor. These were three
international concerns relating directly to Darger’s work that inspired strong local civic
action and were heavy represented in the local press.
With a few exceptions, the repetitive nature of Dargers story and visual art, and the
fact that decades were devoted to his project, indicate that the work must have been
prompted by an ongoing accumulation of incidents rather than any particular event.
This also accounts for Darger’s use of repetition as a means of emphasizing the
seriousness of the issue. The fact that these situations were never resolved, but rather
continually occurred in real life, only supports Darger’s use of reiteration as a tool for
emphasis. As far as Darger saw it, nothing seemed to change; there was always
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additional factual supporting evidence behind his novelized interpretation.
Darger began writing The Realms sometime in late 1909 or early 1910, because by
September of 1910 he had lost the first manuscript.69 Darger states he began a second
work right away and saved that manuscript from a similar fate.70 He writes that the
second manuscript was begun in 1911, but that the “general sway of the struggle” did not
start until March 31, 1912.” 71 Elsewhere Darger states the war began “on June of 1912
and still progressing up to January, 1916;” however this date seems to coincide with the
fictional dates of the start of the war and it’s duration and may have less to do with the
actual writing, which went on for decades.72 However, it does seem evident that Darger’s
themes were set early in the process.
The Influence of War
Darger’s decision to write and illustrate an explicit account of the tragedy of war
reflected the realities of his culture. Throughout Darger’s life war was a constant
presence and as mentioned, the repetitive nature of the work is informed by ongoing
conflicts. Raised in an environment that respected and honored military action, Darger
was exposed to a long tradition of written, visual and verbal reminders of war. As a child

69. Darger, Time Book Monthly, Predictions, entries dated March 11, 1916, May 16, 1916 and
September, 1918. Darger archive American Folk Art Museum, box 46.1.
70. Ibid., entry dated March 11, 1916.
71. Darger, Realms, chapter 1,13. Darger gives several dates for the start of the war, but the 1911 date
is the earliest. Stated writing dates vary from “June 1912 to April 30, 1916. The precise timeframe of writing
The Realms is difficult to pin down. Darger’s Predictions and Threats notebook was post dated, holding
predictions dated from 1911 and 1912. The book was actually a repurposed notebook with dates from a
previous owner starting February 1914.
72. Henry Darger, Time Book Monthly, Predictions, entry dated August 1912.
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his uncle August shared stories of his experiences in the Franco-Prussian War.73 The
American Civil War played a prominent role in the culture of Illinois, the state of
Lincoln’s birth, and was an important factor in the rapid development of the city of
Chicago. Reminders of the war continue to be present throughout the city. Lincoln Park,
less than a mile from Darger’s former home, has important monuments to the late
President, as well as Civil War Generals, Phillip Sheridan and Ulysses Grant.74 The Civil
War provided a strong model for Darger’s fictional fight against slavery and Darger’s
fascination with the history of that conflict may stem in part from the fact that his
birthday was thirty-one years to the day from the start of the war.75 In his autobiography
Darger relates how as a child, he found inconsistencies in the numbers of casualties
reported in various histories of the Civil War and how he shared that information with his
teacher.76 Later, in his planning book for The Realms,77 Darger made his own detailed
accounts of the dead and wounded resulting from battles in his fiction, as well as
73. Darger, History, 32; MacGregor, Realms, 203; Biesenbach, Darger, 285. Given Darger’s history it is
safe to assume he heard these stories at a very young age. Darger specifically mentions the battle of
Meldorf, his fathers home in Germany, but preliminary research shows no reference to this battle. Meldorf is
located in the northern part of Germany, well away from the major battles of the Franco–Prussian war. It is
possible that Darger was confused and that this was a reference to the Second Schleswig War between
Prussia and Denmark in 1864. Darger’s uncle would have been twenty-one at the time.
74. The Lincoln sculpture was designed by Augustus Saint-Gaudens and placed in an architectural
setting designed by Stanford White. It was dedicated October 22, 1887.
75. Macgregor, Realms, 196. On April 12, 1861, Fort Sumter was attacked by the Confederate army,
marking what is historically considered the beginning of the war. Darger was born April 12, 1892.
76. Darger, History, in Bonesteel, Art and Writings, 240.
77. Darger created an organizing system for the Realms, much like an extensive outline, that placed
segments of the story into separate volumes, listed individual episodes, the names of characters and the
numbers of casualties for specific battles. It starts with a hand written catechism that appears to have been
made shortly after Darger’s return to Chicago in 1909, but he most likely added the Realms connections
later. The first chapters of Darger’s story tend to correspond loosely with the guide, but then stray. Some of
the material corresponds so closely that it appears to have been compiled after Darger had actually written
the story. Darger did go back into the guide later and distinguish in pencil, specific episodes that are
“pictured.” A thorough analysis of this guide is still needed and would provide tremendous insight into
Darger’s process. The materials are held in the archive at AFAM, New York.
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extensive lists of military personnel active in the story.78 Darger’s brief army service
in 1917 must have fueled his interest in the military and the writing of The Realms
allowed him to remain personally involved in the war effort.
Darger’s work occupied him well into the 1960’s, and although Civil War history
may have provided initial inspiration for the project, the global scale of twentiethcentury warfare prompted his ongoing response. Conflicts in Mexico, China, Spain,
and Cuba; World Wars I and II, the Korean War, Vietnam and the Cold War, all
made military operations and espionage an undeniable part of the contemporary
culture. The Realms reflects a society struggling with the overwhelming presence of
modern warfare and many of these actual conflicts are referenced in Darger’s work.
White Slavery
On August 9th 1909, the Chicago Tribune ran a small item announcing the opening of
the annual convention of the American Federation of Catholic Societies with a headline
imploring Catholics to fight against the enslavement of young women used for
prostitution.79 By September, a few weeks after Darger’s return to society, The U.S. State
Department began an international campaign to halt the “illegal importations of
women.” 80 The Chicago Tribune had already published a number of related articles

78. The listing of names and numbers of casualties from all sorts of catastrophes was common practice
for the newspapers of the early twentieth century and it continues today as we memorialize victims of recent
tragedies. The military personnel listed by Darger, often Generals in the armies on both sides, include, with
some modifications, names of actual people from Darger’s past such as Generals John Manley and Thomas
Phelan Tamerline, many variations on Darger’s own name, and comic additions such as General
Accountants, General Association, and General Bryan Oyster “Rockeffeler.” [sic ]
79. “Bishop Hits White Slavers: Urges Catholics to Unite in Effort to Suppress Traffic in Girls.” Chicago
Tribune, August 9, 1909. http://search.proquest.com/docview/173540517?accountid=135622 (accessed
August 19, 2011).
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connected to a local graft investigation, and later in the month, daily reports began
appearing about the local campaign to close the red light district resorts. One important
headline espoused the urgency of the fight referring to it as a battle for the protection of
young women and reminding readers that Chicago faced an “Evil as old as Babylon.” 81
Other local papers were reporting on the activities as well, in what was now being
referred to as a crusade.82 The following day on September 27th the Tribune reported that
local churches had also joined the movement.83 Articles began appearing about the
engagement of civic organizations and other volunteers in an action involving the entire
city.84 Chicago was now engaged in a massive battle that included more than the practice
of slavery, it was now a religious war against the very forces of evil. By the end of the
month personal accounts had begun to appear about young girls who had been forced into
prostitution.85 These accounts were not only in written form; at times the Tribune and

80. “U.S. Prods power on White Slaves.” Chicago Tribune, September 15, 1909.
http://search.proquest.com/docview/173436637?accountid=135622 ( accessed November 5, 2011).
81. “Open War on Vice to Protect Girls. Civic organizations choose Clifford G. Roe to Crush out White
Slavery in Chicago. United City Faces Sin, “Protect the Girl” Evil as old as Babylon.” Chicago Tribune,
September 26, 1909. http://search.proquest.com/docview/173458963?accountid=135622 ( accessed
November 5, 2011).
82. “White Slavery Doom aim of new Crusade; Big Organizations Join Hands to Wipe Out the Nefarious
Traffic in Chicago” Chicago Daily News, September 25, 1909. Chicago Public Library, microfilm.
83. “Churches enter White Slave War. Religious bodies join civic organizations’ campaign to rid Chicago
of evil.” Chicago Tribune, September 27, 1909.
http://search.proquest.com/docview/173491614?accountid=135622 (accessed August 19,2011).
84. “White Slave Band Exposed in Court…. Crusade is under way.” Chicago Tribune, September 28,
1909. http://search.proquest.com/docview/173542438?accountid=135622. (accessed August 19,2011).
“Nation’s Aid Sought in White Slave War. Greatest Attack on Vice in the History of the World to be Begun in
Chicago.” Chicago Examiner, September 28, 1909. http://digital.chipublib.org/u?/CNP1908,6014 (accessed
August 19, 2011).
85. "Revelation by White Slave: Victim, Aged 13, Tells Story of Horror in Case of 14 Men. Bares Details
of Plot.” Chicago Daily Tribune (1872-1922), September 30, 1909,
http://search.proquest.com/docview/173442069?accountid=135622 (accessed September 2, 2011).
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other papers used illustrations to heighten the awareness (Fig.4). 86 By January of 1910,
Chicago women became more demanding in their fight against white slavery, with the
Tribune reporting that one thousand women marched on City Hall to present anti vice
petitions to the mayor.87
The Daily News chose to focus much of its attention on British Methodist evangelist
Rodney “Gipsy” Smith (1860-1947), who, while in Chicago, made the closing of the red
light district his personal campaign.88 On the night of October 18th, Smith led a parade
directly through the city’s levee red light district. Most of the establishments shuttered
their windows while the parade passed in an effort to turn their backs on the
demonstration. Bands played while the citizens marched, and estimates of the turnout
ranged from eight thousand, to upwards of twenty thousand.89
The impact of a citizenry engaged in the purification of its city speaks to the
emotional tenor of the society in general. It is important to remember that after years of
86. "Chicago’s Civic Revolution That Shall Free the White Slaves: Real Representatives Compose
"Army." Slaves Bought and Sold in Chicago. Crusade Planned for Big Fight.” Chicago Daily Tribune (18721922), October 17, 1909, http://search.proquest.com/docview/173505460?accountid=135622 (accessed
September 2, 2011).
87. "1,000 in March to Mayor: Women to Present Anti-Vice Petition at City Hall Today.” Chicago Daily
Tribune (1872-1922), January 27, 1910, http://search.proquest.com/docview/173424000?accountid=135622
(accessed September 2, 2011).
88. “8000 Pack Armory as Gipsy Smith Opens Revival: Thousands Turned Away by Squad of Police;
Five Overflow Meetings Held,” Chicago Examiner, October 4, 1909.
http://digital.chipublib.org/u?/CNP1908,4726/ (accessed August 18, 2011).
Rodney Gipsy” Smith was an established evangelist from London who, while on a US tour, stopped in
Chicago for a month long series of revival meetings housed at the city’s seventh regiment armory. The
Examiner estimated Smith’s opening day revival crowd at 8,000.
89. “Gipsy Smith and 20,000 Singing, Crying, Praying Followers Storm Levee.” Chicago Examiner,
October 19, 1909. http://digital.chipublib.org/u?/CNP1908,5106/(accessed August 18, 2011); "Gipsy's
Marchers Storm Sin's Fort." Chicago Daily Tribune (1872-1922), Oct 19, 1909,
http://search.proquest.com/docview/173479743?accountid=135622/ (accessed August 18, 2011). The range
in numbers is given to the strong possibility that many people were just curios about the district and viewed
this as an opportunity to visit. Reports indicate that after the march saloons did record business.
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controlled isolation, this was the atmosphere that Darger found himself. His concept of a
war to protect children, especially girls, is completely in step with the social direction of
the time.90
Women’s Rights
If society provided Darger’s imagination with victims in need of rescue, it also
offered him appropriate champions. Darger’s use of girls as the leaders of a revolution
was nothing short of an intentioned political statement, one that reflected Darger’s
personal feelings about the power of women that mirrored the emotional, political,
and social concerns of the era. The first few decades of the twentieth century saw
tremendous pressure from women’s groups for change of laws to better all citizens,
encompassing liberal ideas such as rights for minorities, children’s welfare, temperance
and labor reform. Advocating for the disenfranchised, progressive Chicago-based women
such as Hull House founder Jane Addams, activist Lucy Parsons, and union leader
Margaret Haley, all caught the attention of the local press.
Alongside the national drive to end forced prostitution one of the largest women’s
issues facing Chicago in the fall and winter of 1909 and for some time to come, was the
international suffrage movement. In 1909, the Illinois Equal Suffrage Association held
it’s fortieth annual convention, but women would not receive national voting rights until
1920. 91 It is difficult today to comprehend how radical the simple idea of votes for
90. During the fall of 1909, large marches had also taken place in support of the temperance movement.
“Legions on March for Temperance." Chicago Daily Tribune (1872-1922), Sep 26, 1909.
http://search.proquest.com/docview/173459807?accountid=135622 ( accessed August 19, 2011).
91. On November 19, 1909 the Chicago Daily News published a photo of the opening of the 40th
convention.
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women seemed in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, but throughout the fall of
1909 Chicago newspapers were reporting extremist activities in the global suffrage war.
In October the Tribune ran a two-page spread with illustration, fearfully anticipating the
November arrival of British suffrage reform leaders Emmeline Pankhurst (1858-1928),
and Ethel Snowden (1881-1951), (Fig. 5). In addition to a rather damning headline
referring to the women as militants, the illustration depicts women engaged in a riot with
police, some picketing, others being dragged off to jail.92 The paper continued to publish
articles about Pankhurst, reporting on her activities in New York, Boston and Washington
before her arrival on November 25th. Snowden, whose approach to the suffrage cause was
less militant than Pankhurst’s, lectured to a full house on November 21st ; her speech was
quoted in the Tribune:
When a man asks a woman to be to be womanly, what does he mean? He means
that people shall see to it that people never forget for a moment her sex and the
reverence due it. What do we mean when we ask a man to be manly? We mean
that he should be strong and brave and courageous. But are those the qualities of
man exclusively? Is there no woman who for her love’s sake can be strong, brave
and courageous? These are human virtues, not sex virtues…. 93
The following week, the Tribune ran a front-page headline reporting on a lecture by
Pankhurst, whose combative approach to fighting the subjugation of women proved
effective but controversial.94 In mid December, the Tribune ran a second spread with an
92. "And Now the Militant Suffragettes Going To Turn Chicago Topsy Turvy.” Chicago Daily Tribune
(1872-1922), October 3, 1909,
http://search.proquest.com/docview/173521250?accountid=135622 (accessed September 1, 2011).
Pankhurst arrived November 25, and spoke at Orchestra Hall on November 26th1909.
93. "Cheer Beauty and Suffrage: Chicagoans Hear Mrs. Philip Snowden Defend Cause." Chicago Daily
Tribune (1872-1922), November 21, 1909,
http://search.proquest.com/docview/173440125?accountid=135622 (accessed September 1, 2011).
94. "Woman Militant Cheered by Men: Mrs. Emmeline Pankhurst, Explaining Suffragettism, Captures
Orchestra Hall Audience." Chicago Daily Tribune (1872-1922), November 27, 1909,
http://search.proquest.com/docview/173371830?accountid=135622 (accessed August 8, 2011).
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illustration of Joan of Arc, and photographs of prominent women’s rights leaders,
referring to them all, perhaps somewhat mockingly, as crusaders of the modern era. 95
This connection to Christianity, martyrdom and the power of women was a theme
repeated in the press from time to time and Darger’s utilization of the idea seems
perfectly reasonable given his strong catholic faith.
Labor Reform
All this social activity must have felt exciting, though somewhat dangerous for
Darger whose insulated time in the asylum would have been unvaried and monotonous.
The early loss of his mother and sister may have left Darger attuned to female causes and
his own experiences with child labor and the tedious menial work of his adulthood would
have given him sensitivity to the plight of workers in general. The rise of feminist
activism set the stage for female characters displaying heroic qualities ordinarily
attributed to men, but the labor reform movement of the early twentieth century provided
Darger with real-life heroines as models for his fictional characters.96 The struggle for
labor reform would also include the drive to stop child labor; the parallels with
Darger’s fictional child slave rebellion are obvious. Child labor was a common topic
during the period and local reformers such as Jane Addams remained vocal nationally.97
95. "Behold! Tis the Age of the Woman Crusader." Chicago Daily Tribune (1872-1922): ProQuest
Historical Newspapers: Chicago Tribune (1849-1987). Dec 19 1909.
<http://search.proquest.com/docview/173474246?accountid=135622> (accessed November 15, 2011).
96. Proof of Darger’s use of heroic women in the news does exist in his visual art. A newspaper image
found in the artist’s archive can be linked directly to a drawing of one of Darger’s scout leaders. I will explore
this previously unknown example in part II.
97. In 1900, Chicago had enacted labor laws that stopped the practice of hiring children under the age of
fourteen to work for wages, however there were many ways around that legislation, For example, Chicago’s
newsboys worked as free agents, not for wages supplied by the various papers, but on commission paid by
middlemen. This allowed children under the legal work age to remain on the street for long hours.
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In 1908 the photographer Lewis Hines began his photographic work documenting the
labor conditions of children and these images were widely circulated. However, there
were fewer specific references to child labor in the local Chicago press in the years
immediately preceding Darger’s return from the asylum. 98 This would change around
1915 with a series of articles surrounding the debate for passage of the Keating-Owen
Act, which was signed into law a year later, then ruled unconstitutional by the Supreme
Court in 1918 (Fig. 6).99 This renewed drive to ban the practice often referred to as
slavery, began approximately two years before Darger’s induction into the army and
continued after his release in 1917, making a personal connection to Darger’s military
themed story and the popular drive to stop child labor clear.100 The dates also
support the fact that Darger’s story developed over time. One of Darger’s notes on the
subject dated March 11, 1916 makes reference to the fact that “ child labor troubles were
going in new manuscript.” 101
Within the few years directly following Darger’s return from the asylum, general
labor unrest, both nationally and internationally was high and the female labor force was
fighting for the most basic form of recognition, even the 1909 Chicago Labor Day parade

98. In early 1912, the fight against child labor became prominent locally when president Taft appointed
Illinois native and social reformer Julia Lathrop to head the newly formed U.S. Children’s Bureau. Lathrop
was the first woman ever appointed a bureau chief.
99. Keating-Owen attacked the production and interstate sale of goods produced by children under the
age of 14 and limited their work hours. Several other attempts to legislate child labor were also found
unconstitutional until the passage of the 1938 Fair Labor Standards Act.
100. Darger’s connection to war as it related to the society of the twentieth century was the subject of my
exhibition Henry Darger: The Certainties of War, held at the American Folk Art Museum, New York,
November 4, 2010-July 8, 2011 http://www.folkartmuseum.org/dargerwar.
101. Darger, Time Book Monthly, Predictions, entry dated March 11, 1916.
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featured something new, contingents of women workers.102 Labor unrest in the nineteenth
and twentieth century often turned violent and resulted in rioting and deaths. Local press
reports on labor activity in New York and Chicago were especially strong, although
strikes were routinely reported from cities throughout the U.S., including Philadelphia
and Los Angeles where on October 1, 1910 a labor related bombing destroyed the plant
of the Los Angeles Times, claiming twenty-one lives and disabling many others.103 Labor
and gang related bombings were common in Chicago during the first few decades of the
twentieth century imposing an air of warfare on the daily lives of its citizens.104 One
series of bombs occurred so frequently that police began numbering the explosions, with
bombs 36 and 37 particularly frightening, having been hurled onto buildings from the
city’s elevated train platforms.105 Non-serialized explosions attributed to different groups
fell outside this numbering system but continued to shake the city; several bombings
were tied to Chicago’s striking iron laborers who’s dispute proved to be extremely
violent.106 Labor activity in the eastern United States was well represented in the Chicago
102. "Thousands Watch Labor Day Parade." Chicago Daily Tribune (1872-1922): ProQuest Historical
Newspapers: Chicago Tribune (1849-1987). September 7,1909.
<http://search.proquest.com/docview/173420355?accountid=135622> (accessed August 19, 2011).
103. "One Bomb Kills 19; Two Others Fail: Plant of Los Angeles Times Is Destroyed, with Many
Fatalities.” Chicago Daily Tribune, (1872-1922), October 2, 1910,
http://search.proquest.com/docview/173547742?accountid=135622 (accessed August 10, 2011).
104. Organized crime was also flourishing in Chicago during this period with activities by groups such as
the black hands, well known for their kidnapping and extortion tactics, often reported in the press. During
the prohibition era 1920-1933, with the sale of bootleg alcohol, organized crime violence in Chicago
increased.
105. ""Aerial Bombs" Hurled From L at Cafe and Resort: Man on Platform Throws Missile at Freiberg's,
Then One at the Woodlawn.” Chicago Daily Tribune (1872-1922), September 20, 1910.
http://search.proquest.com/docview/173479873?accountid=135622 (accessed August 10, 2011); "Bomb 36
Wrecks a Saloon: Police Think Explosion Is Sequel of Labor Troubles.” Chicago Daily Tribune (1872-1922),
March 25, 1910. http://search.proquest.com/docview/173502240?accountid=135622 (accessed August 10,
2011).
106. "Plant Wrecked by Labor Bomb: New Building of International Harvester Company Blown Up.”
Chicago Daily Tribune (1872-1922), July 8, 1910.
http://search.proquest.com/docview/173495418?accountid=135622 (accessed August 10, 2011).
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papers. One example that suggests connections to Darger’s fictional heroines is the New
York shirtwaist workers strike. In November 1909 thousands of young female shirtwaist
workers led by twenty-three year old Clara Lemlich, walked off their jobs. Demanding
better pay, a right to unionize and 52-hour work week, the strike which became known as
the uprising of 20,000, lasted into the first months of 1910.107
Many striking workers in New York were arrested and sent to workhouses on
Blackwell’s Island.108 In December 1909, the Tribune reported that seven young women
were awarded medals in front of a cheering crowd for the suffering they endured as
prisoners in the workhouse. Referring to them as martyrs, the article points out that the
youngest among them was only sixteen years old. In a speech quoted in the Tribune strike
leader Lenora Reilly stated, “It is not degrading to be sent to prison for doing your duty.
The hardships you have undergone were endured in a righteous cause.” 109 These seven
young women, martyrs for their cause, suggest the possibility that Darger’s seven Vivian
sisters had real life counterparts. Bonesteel writes that the number seven is tied
to Darger’s Catholicism and the church’s belief in seven sacraments, pointing out that
Darger produced seven bound volumes of his novel. 110 I would agree that the number
seven has significance and the Catholic sacraments seem a logical reference. The church
offers seven sacraments, each one a ceremony that enables the participants to become

107. One year later, on March, 25,1911, 146 migrant workers would perish in the Triangle Shirtwaist
factory Fire.
108. Blackwell’s Island is now known as Roosevelt Island.
109. "Medals for Girl Martyrs: Strikers Sent to Blackwell's Island Decorated by League.” Chicago Daily
Tribune (1872-1922), December 23, 1909.
http://search.proquest.com/docview/173449705?accountid=135622 (accessed August 8, 2011).
110. Bonesteel, Art and Writings, 21.
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closer to God. In addition to the seven sacraments the Holy Spirit, the third part of the
trinity comprising the Christian God, also offers seven gifts, characteristics that are
intended to lay the foundation for a Christian life.111 Another secular possibility would
have been the comic play “Seven Sisters” that opened in Chicago in April 1911.112
Macgregor suggests a link to a series of articles listing categories of sevens that ran in the
Daily News. One example is “Seven Noble Women” a series that also appeared in April
1911, with articles on prominent eighteenth and nineteenth century women such as
Florence Nightingale.113 This again would make a connection to Darger’s use of the
current papers.114
Labor activity continued to be an important element in the development of Darger’s
story. By September 1910, Chicago was embroiled in its own clothing workers strike
and once again, real life incidents provided Darger with material for his fictional
writings.115 Just as Darger’s visual art drew from multiple sources to realize a complete
image, Darger’s writing shows a similar strategy. The leader of Darger’s child slave
111. The seven sacraments are Baptism, Eucharist, Reconciliation, Confirmation, Marriage, Holy Orders
and Anointing of the Sick. The seven gifts of the Holy Spirit are Wisdom, Understanding, Counsel, Fortitude,
Knowledge, Piety and Fear of the Lord.
112 . It is quite possible that from time to time Darger attended theatrical productions. He mentions
another play, The Littlest Rebel, which also ran in Chicago in 1911, 1912 and 1913. Bonesteel, Writings, 3031. Bonesteel suggests that Darger may have borrowed a concept of children hiding in rolled up rugs from a
scene from Little Annie Rooney, a 1925 silent film starring Mary Pickford. The cartoon strip “Annie Rooney”
was also a favorite source of visual material for Darger’s drawings.
113. MacGregor, Realms, 690n10. The series ran from April 6-18, 1911, and included a number of social
reformers such as British philanthropist and prison reformer Elizabeth Fry and American abolitionist Lucretia
Mott.
114. Later in Darger’s story, the sisters adopt Angelina Aronburg the sister of their fallen leader Annie
Aronburg, at times she appears with them, raising their number to eight. A link to these eight girls will be
explored later in this paper.
115. Womens Trade Union League of Chicago, Official Report of the Strike Committee Chicago Garment
Workers Strike October 29, 1910-February 18, 1911. The strike began September 22, 1910 at shop 5 of
Hart, Schaffner and Marx.
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rebellion is a young girl by the name of Annie Aronburg. During the course of Darger’s
story, Annie is captured, strangled and brutally murdered by the enemy slaveholders, but
her spectral presence reappears as a choking victim, acting as conscience, reminding all
who see her of the brutality of their enemy and spurring the resistance on to action. In
reality, of course, these images are intended for us, Darger’a audience, communicating
Darger’s outrage stemming from a non-fictional source. Developed over time it
seems likely that the character of Annie was composed of more than one individual
and that Darger combined traits and situations to fully realize his fictional rebel: Annie
the leader and Annie the murder victim.
Darger’s Annie begins a revolution against the child slaveholders and one likely
source for Darger’s revolutionary is seventeen-year old garment strike leader Annie
Shapiro (1893-1977), who, while resisting a quarter cent cut in pay per sewn piece, led
several girls off their jobs and set the majority of Chicago garment industry on strike.116
The strike was front-page news for months and the violent clashes between picketers and
police created an atmosphere of danger throughout the city. In a published history of the
strike, the Tribune described how the walkout grew over a period of six weeks, from a
handful of workers at a single plant, to as many as 33,000 workers from nearly every
clothing manufacturer in Chicago.117 The official strike report placed the number at
45,000 workers; other news reports put the figure at 50,000 in a conflict that proved to be
116. Hannah Shapiro Glick, was known as Annie. The Tribune referred to her as Anna. An exact birth
date has proven illusive, but by most reports, Annie was seventeen in September 1910. There are conflicting
reports as to how many girls accompanied Shapiro on the walkout. The Tribune states Anna and two others,
while the strike report states Annie and a group of girls, other sources claim six and sixteen. For more
information on Shapiro see: http://www.chicagohistoryjournal.com/2010/09/identifying-lost-leader.html
(accessed 11/15/2011).
117. "Strike Settled in One Big Plant; 10,000 to Go Back." Chicago Daily Tribune (1872-1922), Jan 15,
1911. http://search.proquest.com/docview/173565420?accountid=135622> (accessed November 15, 2011).
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deadly.118 Picketers were harassed and demonstrations often became riots; women who
were on the front lines often complained of brutality at the hands of the police.119 Large
columns of demonstrators paraded through the streets while police on foot and horseback
blocked marchers from entering parts of the city.120 One demonstration aimed at the
union involved 10,000 strikers protesting over a delay in promised benefits, when
marchers rushed a police line to gain access to the union offices a riot ensued.121 From
December 3, 1910 to January 1, 1911 five people were shot and killed and “a large
number of strikers, sympathizers, non-union workers, and policemen were beaten,
clubbed and injured in the riots.” 122 In November the Tribune reported that Josie
Milewski, a fourteen- year old girl, led a group of two hundred strikers in an armed
confrontation with police. Seventy-five demonstrators were arrested including the young
girl. The article concludes with photographs of strikers and an image of Annie Shapiro
with three other young strike participants.123 The strike continued into February 1911.124
Many young women, students and those not involved in the garment trade, joined the
118. Official Report of the Strike Committee, 3.
119. “Women Fight Police in Garment Riots; 37 Strikers Arrested; 45.000 Out; 1.000 Shops Closed”
Chicago Examiner, November 2, 1910. http://digital.chipublib.org/u?/CNP1910,13787 (accessed November
15, 2011).
120 . “Strikers Barred From Down Town: Garment Workers and Authorities Clash and Riots Mark Day of
Turbulence.”Chicago Daily Tribune (1872-1922), November 1, 1910.
http://search.proquest.com/docview/173577131?accountid=135622 (accessed August 15, 2011).
121. “Garment Strikers in Riot When Benefit Awards Fail” Chicago Examiner, November 12, 1910.
http://digital.chipublib.org/u?/CNP1910,14047 (accessed November 15, 2011).
122. “Strike Settled in One Big Plant”, Tribune Jan 15.1911.
123. “Armed Mob Led By Girl In Fight :Revolvers Discharged by the Police and Rioters During Bold
Clashes in the Garment Workers.” Chicago Daily Tribune (1872-1922), November 3, 1910.
http://search.proquest.com/docview/173487849?accountid=135622 (accessed August 15, 2011).
124. For more details on the strike see, http://ocp.hul.harvard.edu/ww/chicagostrike.html (accessed
November 15, 2011).
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picket lines in solidarity in an effort to replenish the numbers who were being arrested.125
Darger’s exposure to these heroic women must have had some impact, or at least acted as
confirmation of his feelings about the capabilities of women. In The Realms, Darger
clearly lays out his belief in the fearless nature of females and their superiority to men,
citing historic precedents such as Roman tribes, Amazons, Dutch women who fought
Spain for independence, Red Cross nurses, nuns and a reference to the fictional play “The
Littlest Rebel” whose title character is a young girl caught up in the American Civil War.
The play opened in Chicago shortly after the closing of “Seven Sisters” and ran at various
times in 1911, 1912 and 1913.126 Continuing his own story Darger wrote:
…the reason the story runs so much with little girls as the actual heroes in this
warfare is because, under most circumstances, women are braver than men…. In
moments of great peril, women are the fullest, braver and more collected than
men…. Therefore it is not only a great mistake to think women and little girls
cowards, but an insult to them, which is cowardly on the part of men and boys. 127
The Child Victim
The victimization of children at the hands of adult males is the overriding theme of
Darger’s story, with the author’s own childhood providing more than enough personal
experience. Darger understood the differences between reality and fiction, but it didn’t
125 . “Co-Eds May Picket In Strike: Garment Workers Accept Offered Services of Woman's League.”
Chicago Daily Tribune (1872-1922), October 28, 1910.
http://search.proquest.com/docview/173508006?accountid=135622 (accessed August 4, 2011).
126. In 1935 The Littlest Rebel was released as a film starring Shirley Temple, one of Darger’s favorite
actresses. Darger’s archive contained numerous books and photographs related to the child star. Temple
was an international celebrity and well loved throughout the depression era. Interesting to note that her roles
often cast her as the talented precocious child, often motherless or orphaned, and Darger’s identification
with her characters seems natural. American Folk Art Museum Darger Fellow Jaimy Mann presented a
similar connection in her lecture at the Outsider Art Fair, New York, February 7, 2010.
127. Darger, Realms, Vol. 6, 262-63; Bonesteel, Writings, 48-49.
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seem to matter because the situations, sentiments, and the emotions they evoked were
the same. Unfortunately, models for the victim Annie, were plentiful; the Chicago papers
were full of reports of accidents, abuse and disappearances, providing real life
counterparts for the fictional Annie, and visual material for what Darger would later term
the Aronberg mystery. Even the names of these children provide enough similarity to
connect the victim image of Annie to current events. Examples over the years include
Angelina Christopher, who along with her older sister was fatally burned in a heating oil
explosion shortly after Darger’s return to society in 1909. The Daily News and the
Tribune both ran the story with photographs of the young victims.128 Later, in 1912, a
young girl by the name of Rose Aronberg went missing but was found on the street by a
member of the Volunteers of America. The Tribune ran a large photo of the girl holding a
lit candle and gladly reported that the child had been returned to her family.129
Elsie Paroubek/ Annie Aronburg
Two murders occurring in 1911 seem to have the closest association to Darger’s
fictional victim. In September, seven-year old Annie Lemberger was kidnapped in
the middle of the night from her home in Madison Wisconsin; three days later her nude
body was found in a nearby lake. Newspaper coverage went on for weeks as the child’s
murderer was sought. The Tribune and Examiner ran extensive reports of the incident as
well as several large photographs of the girl. As the hunt for a killer became increasingly

128. “Race with Death; Lose” Chicago Daily News, October 11, 1909, Chicago Public Library, microfilm;
"Children Victims of Oil Explosion." Chicago Daily Tribune (1872-1922), October 12, 1909.
http://search.proquest.com/docview/173416179?accountid=135622 (accessed August 18, 2011).
129. "Lost Girl Found Through ‘Tribune’." Chicago Daily Tribune (1872-1922), April 5, 1912.
http://search.proquest.com/docview/173627110?accountid=135622 (accessed August 19, 2011).
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complicated the Tribune began referring to the murder, like that of Darger’s Annie
Aronberg, as a mystery.130 The Daily News reported that the girl might have been
strangled.131 The murder touched the entire community and 5,000 visitors attended the
child’s wake.132 The similarity in names between Annie Aronburg and Annie Limberger
point to Limberger as one likely source for Darger’s character, however, a previous
connection was made to a murder that had occurred only a few months earlier in May
1911.
Bonesteel has written that the figure of Annie was based on five-year old murder
victim Elsie Paroubek, whose disappearance and later discovery in a drainage canal made
headlines across the Midwest.133 Similarities between the two murders were noted when
four months later the hunt for Limberger’s killer got underway.134 A year later, in July of
1912 Darger realized that a manuscript he had started along with a number of images he
had been saving had disappeared, among the photographs one that Darger referred to as a
portrait of the slain leader Annie Aronburg. Darger prayed and made threats to God,
hoping for the return of the items, which never did materialize. As his disappointment
130. A Staff Correspondent, "Mystery Deepens in Tragic Story Of Stolen Child: Theory Points to
Degenerate as Kidnaper and Slayer of Lemberger.” Chicago Daily Tribune (1872-1922),
September 11, 1911. http://search.proquest.com/docview/173602425?accountid=135622 (accessed August
19, 2011).
131 . Kidnapped Girl Slain; Find Body in Lake” Chicago Daily News, September 9, 1911, Chicago Public
Library, microfilm. The autopsy indicated the girl had been “mistreated” with cause of death due to blows to
the head and suffocation; A Staff Correspondent, "Slain Girl Was Attacked: Doctor Revives Abandoned
Theory of Madison Murder.” Chicago Daily Tribune (1872-1922), September 12, 1911.
http://search.proquest.com/docview/173597179?accountid=135622 (accessed August 19, 2011).
132 . A Staff Correspondent, "Mystery Deepens” Chicago Daily Tribune.
http://search.proquest.com/docview/173602425?accountid=135622 (accessed August 19, 2011).
133. Bonesteel, Art and Writings, 10-11.
134. “Flying Auto Is Kidnapper Clew; City Joins In Black Hand Hunt; Girl Is Snatched From Her Bed”
Chicago Examiner, September 7, 1911. http://digital.chipublib.org/u?/CNP1910,6722. (accessed November
15, 2011).
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grew to outrage, Darger wrote the incident into the Realms and the loss became a major
reason for the continuance of the fictional war. Both Bonesteel and MacGregor focus on
Darger’s obsession with the lost photograph, but it was not his only motivation. In fact
Darger used a series of personal losses as excuses for expanding the war. Earlier, Darger
claimed to have lost a manuscript in 1910, and it is unclear as to whether this is the same
work, or a second manuscript that went missing. In the beginning it is the disappearance
of the manuscript that formed the impetus for Darger’s anger, but he also sighted a
financial loss in 1917 and his dismissal from the army later that year. Over time his focus
gradually shifted to the photograph.135 One possible reason for the shift is that Darger
was able to rewrite the manuscript, in a sense replacing it, while the photo remained
permanently lost. Darger took these losses as personal affronts and remained bitter about
them, expressing his anger throughout his story.
Darger claimed that the photo had come from what he referred to as “the Chitag o
[sic] Daily Noise [sic] paper in May, June or July, 1911.” 136 Darger later wrote the year
elsewhere as 1911 or 1912. 137 Bonesteel concluded that the missing picture was actually
a photo of Paroubek, that appeared in the Chicago Daily News on May 9, 1911.138
Bonesteel’s assertion is convincing and the material has been generally accepted as the

135. Henry Darger, Time book monthly entry dates August 1917 and December 6th 1917. Henry Darger
archive at The American Folk Art Museum, 46.1. The second date referenced has an entry dated as
December 6th, but was clearly written later as Darger mentions receiving his discharge papers on December
29, 1917. Darger often postdated his writing, this particular notebook has a first entry date by Darger as
June 1911, however it was a found item whose previous owner had begun entries on February 20, 1914.
136. Darger, Realms, Predictions and Threats, Chapter 1, 295. Darger archive, American Folk Art
Museum, New York.
137. Ibid., 295-304, noted in Macgregor, Realms, 698n11 and Darger, Realms, Vol 12, unbound, 22562257, in Macgregor, Realms, 699n46.
138. Bonesteel, Art and Writings, 10.
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likely source.139 However, the presentation of this theory by Bonesteel and later,
MacGregor had a lasting effect on the way Darger was received by the public and the
way he continues to be viewed as an artist and as an individual. Bonesteel asserted that
the artist’s fascination with the photo was “the first indication that Darger had stepped
across the line between reality and fantasy.” 140 Macgregor wrote, “…the fact is that with
the Aronburg mystery we begin to approach the heart of Darger’s madness.” 141 He goes
on to state that the darker side of Darger’s “…psyche is arguably the mind of a serial
killer made visible.” 142 These types of remarks only serve to marginalize Darger and his
reality-based efforts. Macgregor makes several direct connections to Darger’s use of
newspapers and magazines as source material, but ignores that line of reasoning in favor
of a psychological examination of Darger’s motivations.
Darger’s obsessive behavior concerning the lost picture had cause and precedent.
Assuming the photograph in question is that of Paroubek, Darger was hardly alone in his
heartbreak and outrage over the murder. Articles on the search for the girl ran for nearly a
month until her body was discovered.143 Subsequent coverage concerning her funeral; the
search for her killer and the coroner’s inquest and report ran an additional week.
According to the Examiner, the Governors of Illinois and Indiana issued proclamations

139. Additional time in the Daily News archive may uncover other possibilities. This is research I hope to
carry out in the future.
140. Bonesteel, Art and Writings, 10.
141 . Macgregor, Realms, 698n6.
142. Macgregor, Realms, 23. Based on the fact that the murder was never solved, Macgregor goes so
far as to presents the possibility that Darger himself was the unidentified killer of Paroubek, then reversing
himself states that in his opinion he was not. The Tribune reported the prime suspect in the murder had
committed suicide.
143. The Tribune ran it’s first report on May 13, 1911 Elsie’s body was reported found on May 9.
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urging their citizens to search for the lost girl; thousands of volunteers responded.144 The
Mayor of Chicago and the Governor of Wisconsin were also involved in the call for
volunteers and the superintendent of the Chicago school system urged over 200,000
schoolchildren to organize searches during their spring vacation.145 Numerous false clues
were reported and the search intensified as gypsy camps throughout the Midwest became
the focus of investigation. Once Paroubek’s body was found, press attention turned to the
hunt for her killer.146 Elsie’s funeral was held on May 11, and reports indicate that
thousands of mourners attended the wake. There was not a hall large enough to
accommodate the visitors, so the casket was placed in the front yard of the Paroubek
home; so many people clogged the surrounding streets that members of the police reserve
were called in to maintain order.147 Perhaps the most moving aspect of the funeral and the
one most closely related to Darger, were the eight young girls who carried the casket to
the hearse. The Tribune published photographs of the funeral including an image of the
casket with its young attendants.148
144. “Paroubek Girl Lying in State, and Great Crowd at Funeral.” Chicago Examiner, May 12, 1911.
http://digital.chipublib.org/u?/CNP1910,6023 (accessed November 15, 2011).
145. “School Children Hunt Girl: Mrs. Ella Flagg Young Sends Out Appeal in Paroubek Case.” Chicago
Daily Tribune (1872-1922), April 30, 1911.
http://search.proquest.com/docview/173597901?accountid=135622 (accessed August 25, 2011).
146. “Paroubek Girl’s Slayer Found in Peddler Suicide, Police Say: Great Crowd Attends Funeral”
Chicago Examiner, May 12,1911. http://digital.chipublib.org/u?/CNP1910,6022 (accessed November 15,
2011).
147. “Bury Paroubek Girl; Funeral held in Yard” Chicago Daily News, May 11,1911, Chicago Public
Library, microfilm.
148. “Paroubek Girl Lying in State, and Great Crowd at Funeral.” Chicago Examiner, May 12, 1911.
http://digital.chipublib.org/u?/CNP1910,6023 (accessed November 15, 2011). In Darger’s novel the seven
Vivian girls adopt Angelina Aronburg the sister of their fallen leader Annie Aronburg, raising their number to
eight. Darger’s listing of the ages of the Vivians is confusing as two of them are seven, two are ten, one nine
and one eight. But the listing in the Examiner of the ages of the attendants at Paroubek’s funeral, run
similarly; three are eight, two are nine etc.
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Clearly the Pourabek tragedy struck a chord with Darger, who was already focused on
the plight of children. His outrage over the disappearance of the photograph is only an
extension of his outrage over the cruelty itself, magnified by the violation he obviously
felt over his personal losses. Viewing Darger’s efforts as a refection and commentary on
his contemporary society adds urgency and complexity to Darger’s fiction. In the second
part of this thesis I will demonstrate how Darger continued this process of mining the
culture in the creation of his visual work.
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PART II
AN ARTIST OF INTENT:
CULTURAL INFLUENCES ON DARGER’S VISUAL WORK
As I have demonstrated in chapter one, Darger’s chosen themes were linked
directly to the societal activity occurring around him. Darger took a similar approach
in the creation of his visual art, borrowing, altering and recontextualizing printed
images from a wide variety of sources. A large amount of this source material
survives and much of it has been well documented.1 The novels, magazines, religious
ephemera, newspapers and children’s coloring books that provided direct inspiration
for the artist not only tell a story of Darger’s interests and obsessions, they offer a
picture of the prevailing culture, while the tracings, photo enlargements, scrapbooks,
labeled watercolors and files of sorted images found in Darger’s studio, tell a
different story about his technical skills and the workings of his artistic practice.2
Darger’s careful selection of source material and the resulting artwork demonstrates
his understanding of the persuasiveness of images and an awareness of their power as
social documents.
The notion of Darger as an artist of intent directly contradicts the common

1. Bonesteel, Art and Writings, 26-33; Anderson, Darger Collection, 105-124; MacGregor, Realms, 154176; Biesenbach, Darger, 87-99. In addition to the archived material held in the American Folk Art Museum,
a large amount of yet unexamined source material is held at Intuit: The Center for Intuitive and Outsider Art,
Chicago.
2. Darger kept well organized files of visual material with labels such as, “Vivian Girls no.1, Vivian Girls
no. 2, and one picture of five blengin girls and one boy”; “Vivian girls trace drawing”; “Little Annie Rooney
sitting on steps”; “Annie and Susan running toward right.” Often Darger was playful with language using
labels such as, “pictures of zee leetle devils to be used not snoozed,” or “new girl running on ze roller date
de skates (sic).”
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characterization of the man as an “Outsider.” Among other distinctions, the Outsider
label assumes the artist has little or no direct relationship with the prevailing culture
and that their work is the product of obsessive behavior that has no connection with
fine art. Historian Roger Cardinal defined it this way: “The argument goes that
outsider art or art brut is strictly un-tutored and exists outside the normal concept of
art.” 3 Cardinal does site changes in this area of study, and he struggles with its
defining criteria, recognizing that as the field grows, living producers of the work will
most likely become aware of their status as artists and more involved in the marketing
process. However he continues specifically to label Darger as an artist who fits the
mold of “self-contained.” 4 Darger biographer John MacGregor reinforced this notion
when he claimed that the artist was “completely lacking in formal art training…with
no knowledge of, or interest in, ‘Art’.” 5
Using previously unexamined primary source material from Darger’s archive as
well as numerous secondary sources, this chapter will present direct evidence that
Darger, far from being unaware of the notion of art, had first hand knowledge of what
could be termed fine art, and owned materials that contained images of classical
paintings and traditional lessons in art making techniques. I will discuss Darger’s
awareness of the illustrated book format and how important artists working in that
field influenced Darger’s imagery. This chapter will also look at Darger’s largest

3. William Volkersz, “Roger Cardinal on Outsider Art,” Raw Vision no.22, (Spring 1998): 26. Artist Jean
Dubuffet championed art brut, translated as meaning raw art. Dubuffet asserted that culture altered artistic
output and that the only pure form could come from people who existed outside the prevalent culture; these
included mental patients and psychic mediums. Roger Cardinal presented an English translation of
Dubuffet’s art brut and titled his volume Outsider Art.
4. Ibid.
5. MacGregor, Realms, 25, 179.
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work in collage and present four important inspirational sources for the work, two of
which demonstrate that Darger was a participating member of the art viewing public.
The last section of the chapter will examine the book A Step-Ladder to Painting, by
artist Jan Gordon, a “how to” art manual found in Darger’s studio. By quoting its
author, and through comparisons of Darger’s paintings with images contained in the
book, I will demonstrate how Darger utilized lessons from this manual in various
ways and how these lessons influenced his artistic development and chosen imagery.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE IMAGERY OF WAR
Darger borrowed freely from a wide variety of popular material for the
development of his visual work, cutting or tracing from magazines, coloring books
and other printed material, building his visual art almost entirely from appropriated
images.6 Although sources most often involved generic figures in specific poses that
Darger would recontextualize, he also as with his written text, relied on life and used
actual people as inspiration for his developing art. Estimating dates for the creation of
specific works can be problematic since Darger saved materials for years and reused
favored images multiple times, never signing or dating his artwork; as a result, even
the identification of source material only offers an estimated timeframe for
production. I have discovered two sources that provide the earliest confirmed dates
for Darger’s visual art. Taken from the Chicago Tribune in the first few decades of
the twentieth century, these examples illuminate Darger’s interest in actual figures as
models for characters in his visual art.
The first example, and one more important to the development of Darger’s
painting, appeared in the Chicago Tribune on February 12, 1919 (Fig. 7). The
photograph is a portrait of twelve-year old Mamie Lagoria and her younger brother
Tony. The accompanying caption and article details how Mamie thrust her brother
and a companion from the path of an oncoming automobile, only to be fatally struck
6. Bonesteel, Art and Writings, 26-31; Anderson, Darger Collection, 105-124; MacGregor, Realms, 154176; Biesenbach, Darger, 87-99. There are many examples; one favorite character Darger used in his
visual art was the popular cartoon orphan Little Annie Rooney. The series ran from 1927-1966.
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herself.7 The clipping, found tucked inside a book held in Darger’s archive bears the
distinct blue carbon outline of the artist’s tracing technique, and Mamie’s image
appears in several of Darger’s paintings transformed into a Flanengoe Girl Scout 8
(Fig. 8). Darger did little to alter the image, changing the child’s clothing, but retaining
the large bow in her hair and even replicating Mamie’s thinned arms which in the original
photograph were caused by the overlapping of fabric from the child’s dress. This
indicates Darger’s early use of the tracing technique and with equal importance confirms
the artist was borrowing heroic models from life and altering them to fit his story, thereby
reshaping the factual into the fictional.
The second example, a simple collage dates a few years earlier, and comes from a
photograph that appeared in the Tribune on January 20, 1917. The image, from an
article pertaining to a ten-day fund-raiser for war relief, depicts two young Belgian
war refugees at the knee of Chicago socialite and arts patron Mrs. Watson Armour 9
(Fig. 9). As a technique Darger’s work in collage grew in sophistication and I will
discuss that in greater length later in this chapter, but this image, simply mounted on
plain cardboard, is evidence of Darger’s attachment to his themes and his concern for

7. "Little Heroine Gives Her Life to Save Others." Chicago Daily Tribune (18721922), February 12, 1919, http://
search.proquest.com/docview/174400592?accountid=135622 (accessed September 12, 2011).
8. The news-clipping was found by Anna Panszczyk, the 2010 American Folk Art Museum’s Henry
Darger Fellow and had been placed inside the book Autumn Leaves, AFAM box 110. I was able to locate the
image in the Tribune archive and identify it in Darger’s drawing. Mamie appears second from the left. Darger
had a habit of placing clippings inside of books and we can speculate that this might be the way he lost the
image that inspired Annie Aronburg.
9. Chicago’s Allied Bazaar was held at the Chicago coliseum January 11-20, 1917, and raised nearly
$450,000 for war relief. Among other causes, Elsa Parker-Armour, was a founding board member of what is
now known as 3Arts, a Chicago organization that started in 1912 and provides housing and support for
female artists.
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the lost children of war.10
As a technique, Darger used collage throughout his life. In addition to this image
of Belgium war refuges dating from 1917, I have been able to confirm other material
from sources published well into the 1960s.11 Darger made many of these collages
and displayed them on the walls of his home and studio.12 Often modest in size on
cardboard mounts, the works consist mostly of portraits culled from magazines and
newspapers with occasional hand-coloring. Darger added to these collages over time,
layering and juxtaposing images and utilizing small bits of text and decorative
materials to create works that although personal, use an implied narrative to address
social issues. The disparity between wealth and poverty and the isolation and
apparent abandonment of children, are two recurring themes, providing another
example of Darger’s awareness of need,13 MacGregor suggests that Darger may have
been introduced to collage as a child, linking Darger’s use of the technique to his
German family roots and the European craft of decoupage.14 As an adult, Darger was
able to develop this simple technique into a complex medium for personal expression;
even Darger’s paintings are essentially an elaborately hand traced and colored version
10. Having lost his own mother at an early age, we can only imagine what personal feelings the image
may have conjured for Darger.
11. One collage with children also contains a photograph of New York Jets football star Joe Namath. The
caption on the photo dates the image somewhere between May 21 and July 23, 1968, five years prior to
Darger’s death in 1973.
12. The American Folk Art Museum, New York, exhibited over thirty of these collages in The Private
Collection of Henry Darger, April 13-September 19, 2010.See curator Brooke Davis Anderson’s text at
www.folkartmuseum.org/dargerprivatecollection.
13. Jaimy Mann, 2009 Henry Darger study center fellow, in her yet to be completed Doctoral dissertation
for the University of Florida, discusses the use of the orphan child in Darger’s work.
14. MacGregor, Realms, 131. Decoupage involves the pasting of images or small bits of paper onto a
surface, which is then covered with multiple layers of varnish. A number of Darger’s early collages were
heavily varnished causing them to substantially darken over time.
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of the process.15 Darger also used collage to develop images with a linear narrative or
what Macgregor refers to as “illusionistic collage.” 16 Created through labor intensive
cut and paste work that demonstrates Darger’s understanding of perspective, scale,
and atmosphere, they often depict battle scenes or troop gatherings and MacGregor
believes them to be early illustrations for Darger’s Realms.17
The Battle of Calverhine
Measuring over three feet high and nine and a half feet in length, Darger’s largest
narrative collage is the Battle of Calverhine. (Figs. 10,11) The work consists of
hundreds of fragmented pictures of battle scenes woven into one sweeping panorama.
Darger cut these images from etchings and magazine reproductions of Civil War
battles18 and carefully glued each piece into place adding hand drawn elements such
as explosions when necessary. Later working with paint, he colored the uniforms and
put in details such as plumes of smoke, then covered the work with a thick layer of
varnish, which unfortunately has darkened the collage over time. Creating a work
larger than anything he had previously attempted the artist illustrates his
understanding of perspective, effectively using scale to draw the viewer into the

15. It is interesting to note that the creation of Darger’s collage works seems to coincide with the rise of
Berlin Dada and its development of politically motivated works in collage and photomontage. See Julianna
Driever, In the Realms of the Unreal: The Process, Paintings, and Pertinence of Henry Darger
(undergraduate thesis, Chicago: The School of the Art Institute of Chicago Press, 2003)
http://www.saic.edu/pdf/degrees/pdf_files/ugessay03_full.pdf (accessed November 5, 2011).
16. Macgregor, Realms, 132-145.
17. Ibid.,137.
18. Ibid.,132-145.
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deepest recesses of this intricate battle scene.19
The collage was originally displayed in a wooden frame, most likely a found
object that may have suggested the overall dimensions of the piece.20 After its
discovery the collage was removed from the original molding and its now exposed
edges reveal a great deal about the work’s construction.21 Darger had painted or at
least touched up the frame with the work in place, and deep red paint continues to
define the frame’s inner dimensions on the face of the collage. There is a clear
delineation from the backing support and the start of the collaged images along the
upper horizontal edge, but the left, right and lower edges all have images extending
beyond the frame’s former inner dimensions, and these edges have all been trimmed
to fit, exposing little of the backing material.22 Once placed in the frame, Darger
continued to work on the piece, adding cutouts of fallen soldiers that butt directly up
against what was the frame’s lower interior edge, or infilling areas with hand coloring
where the original image had fallen away. The edges originally covered by the frame
show no sign of varnish indicating that Darger applied this finish coat after the work
had been inserted. MacGregor wrote that the support for the collage is partially
formed from a copy of the Chicago Daily News from Wednesday August 28, 1929,

19. Ibid., 145. MacGregor uses this work to state again Darger’s lack of art awareness. “It is essential
that…we do not make the error of reading into it evidence of a creative process which is that of the
professional artist or illustrator.”
20. Ibid., 683n31. MacGregor feels that Darger built the frame himself. He certainly inserted his own
work, but the frames raised molding matching at the beveled corners indicates the use of proper tools and a
proficiency at woodworking most likely beyond Darger’s skill level. There were a number of framed works
found in Darger’s studio, but each of those frames appear to be found objects. Other than the possibility that
Darger was exposed to Sloyd work at the asylum there is no indication he ever worked in wood.
21. In May of 2009, I was able to examine the work first hand, but it remained in a new archival frame,
and the back was inaccessible.
22. We can imagine Darger starting along a clean edge at the top of the collage, but extending the
images more organically to the sides and lower edge as the work progressed, necessitating later trimming.
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another piece of backing material dates from 1930, and one piece bears a label from a
hospital where Darger stopped working in 1923.23 Darger saved materials for years
and it is impossible to know when the work was started; certainly a collage of this
scale and complexity would have taken some time to complete. MacGregor places the
creation of these illusionistic collages into the late 1920’s, although he does point out
that this cannot be verified.24 We know Darger was most likely using a simple form
of collage as early as 1917, but a work as ambitious as Calverhine, would suggest
strong motivation and the need for ample room for its construction. As a result, I
propose dates that run a few years later than MacGregor’s estimate, pushing the
development of this work into the mid nineteen thirties.
The Graphic Model
By 1933 Darger had moved out of the rooming house located across from his
church and into his permanent home a few blocks east at 851 Webster Avenue. July
of that year marked the seventieth anniversary of the Battle of Gettysburg and on
Sunday, July 2nd, the Chicago Daily Tribune ran two important images of the conflict.
One of a Currier and Ives print from 1863, the year the battle occurred (Fig. 12),
and another published by the local Chicago firm of Kurz and Allison, in 1884 (Fig. 13).
Presented in large format with the two images filling a single page, the works would have
certainly attracted the attention of Civil War buff, Darger.
All three compositions portray a wide view of the scene with densely packed
foregrounds crowded with waving flags, fallen soldiers and artillery. The action in the
23. MacGregor, Realms, 139.
24. Ibid., 139.
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middle ground remains somewhat obscured by clouds of thick smoke that, like
Darger’s collaged shapes, read more as solid forms rather than atmosphere. In the far
distance, minute regiments, carefully detailed in the proper uniforms, move into
position. The printed compositions are somewhat traditional to history painting and
they share common elements with Darger’s collaged Calverhine (Figs. 10, 11),
indicating Darger’s familiarity with these conventions. The skies in the two prints
remain somewhat clear, and this is where Darger’s work becomes far more menacing.
Darger densely packs the upper quarter of his collage with layer upon layer of cut
images, largely obscuring the sky with thick clouds of smoke. By blocking any sense
of relief and pulling our vision back into the action, Darger removes all hope of
escape. He may also be suggesting shifting time by darkening the sky as the image
progresses from left side to right. Through his insistent build up of layers, Darger’s
harsh, emotional depiction conveys the relentless chaos of war, one much closer to
the reality than the somewhat stilted representations found in the two inspirational
models.
Panoramic Scale
There was another tribute to the Gettysburg anniversary in Chicago at the time
that could have also served as motivation for Darger’s epic work, and it speaks more
directly to the artist’s use of theatricality and broad scale. A month earlier the 193334 World’s Fair, A Century of Progress opened along a three and a half mile stretch
of the city’s lakefront and it showcased two important military themed paintings.25
25. The fair ran from June 1-November 1, 1933 and May 26-October 31, 1934.
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One was the enormous cyclorama, Pickett’s Charge at Gettysburg, 1883 (Figs. 14, 15),
by French artist Paul Philippoteaux (1846-1923).26
A masterwork of the popular nineteenth century cycloramic format, the painting
depicts the last of three days of fighting that claimed nearly fifty thousand
casualties. 27 Measuring forty-two feet high and three hundred and seventy seven feet
in circumference, the work was housed in a separate building that utilized intricate
lighting to simulate passing time. Sound effects and a viewing platform gave the
impression that visitors were observing from a hill at the center of the action.
At the base of the painting, mounds of dirt and life size elements such as cannons and
trees enhanced the three-dimensional effect.28 The sheer scale of the work was
overwhelming and would have been an impressive sight, certainly one in keeping
with the spirit of Darger’s cinematic Calverhine and his later large-scale paintings.29
Through the examination of archival material it is clear that Darger attended the
fair in 1934, but the painting had been removed by that time during a renovation on

26. Philippoteaux became well know as an artist working in this format.
27. Casualties included over 6,000 dead, nearly 30,000 wounded, many who died later from their
wounds and over 10,000 captured or missing. Given the scale of the battle occurring over three days,
numbers can vary. Although he doesn’t say whether or not he believes the Gettysburg casualty count to be
accurate, this fight along with others, is one that Darger mentions having questioned as a child.
28. Katherine Kelly, "Gettysburg Vet Sees Cyclorama of Fight Arrive." Chicago Daily Tribune (19231963), May 18, 1933, http://search.proquest.com/docview/181392218?accountid=13562 (accessed
November 16, 2011). There were several versions of the painting and Kelly’s report indicated that the
original had been destroyed in a Chicago warehouse fire and this was an improved, more accurately
detailed version. The work was originally shown in Chicago in 1883 and remained on display in the city for a
number of years before touring the country. Copies were also made for other cities. Today the Boston
version of the painting has been restored and is permanently installed as part of the museum at Gettysburg
National Park. http://www.parkreservations.com/gettysburg/cyclorama.htm (accessed November 5, 2011).
29. Some of Darger’s later drawings include directional markings and MacGregor writes that these
indicate Darger’s intention to join works together to create a panoramic view. MacGregor, Realms, 205. I
disagree with that assessment. Darger painted images on both sides of the paper and bound the works
together for viewing in book format.
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the fair site the previous winter.30 Darger often visited a local Chicago amusement
park, 31 and it is likely that he also attended The Century of Progress in its opening
year of 1933. Newspaper reports anticipated the opening of the painting along with
the fair and noted several visits to the exhibition by Civil War veterans. Later in the
summer the Tribune ran lengthy articles about the painting. Reporter James
O’Donnell Bennett, as part of a graphic description of the work wrote, “Gettysburg is
war in its agony, its acrid smoke, its sobbing bugler, its rumble of cannonade.” He
later touts the work as “…the greatest large scale battle picture ever painted.” 32
Another reporter, in describing the lifelike qualities of the experience, stated “…you
are seeing the turning point of the civil war – and one of the most spectacular events
in military history.” 33 Whether Darger saw the work first hand or not, his interest in
the Civil War must have made him curious about the painting, years later, in
November 1957, he removed a full color reproduction of the work that appeared in
the Chicago Sunday Tribune Magazine.34
Darger also created dozens of military portraits both in collage and as traced
30. A copy of the official fair guidebook from 1934 was found in Darger’s studio as well as a framed
image of Saint John with a price tag from the 1934 fair.
31. Darger, History, 122; McGregor, Realms, 63; Biesenbach, Darger, 300. Darger often visited the
Riverview amusement park with his close friend Whilliam Schloeder. Also mentioned in The Realms is a visit
to Lincoln Park, with boat rides and other amusements.
32. JAMES O'DONNELL BENNETT, "Fair Panoramas show Glory and Tragedy of War." Chicago Daily
Tribune (1923-1963), August 11, 1933. http://search.proquest.com/docview/181492827?accountid=135622
(accessed November 16, 2011). During World War I, Bennett had become a well know and somewhat
controversial war correspondent for the Tribune, sending hundreds of reports from Europe. Darger would
have certainly recognized his name on the byline and may well have borrowed some of Bennett’s dramatic
style in writing as he took on the role of correspondent to his own fictional war.
33. Charles Collins "Panoramas Tell Stories of Two Wars on Midway." Chicago Daily Tribune (19231963), August 13, 1933. http://search.proquest.com/docview/181426430?accountid=135622 (accessed
November 15, 2011).
34. The image appeared November 3, 1957. It is now in the Darger archive, held at the American Folk
Art Museum, New York, accession number 2003.7.113.
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and painted figures, as well as colorful flags representing countries from both sides of
his fictional conflict. It seem likely that Darger had begun these types of images early
in the development of his work, but a second work at the fair, the cyclorama
Pantheon de la Guerre 35 (Figs. 16, 17), an even larger painting at forty-five feet in
height and four hundred and two feet in circumference, may have provided Darger
with another source for the further development of these elements and more
importantly, reinforcement for using a panoramic scale.
Paying tribute to the allies of World War I, the painting contained over six
thousand individual life size portraits posed in front of classical architectural features
set against the war torn landscape of France and Belgium. Viewed from a two level
platform at the center of the room that could accommodate up to one thousand
visitors at a time,36 the experience was enhanced by interpreters who provided
commentary and called attention to leading figures with the aid of a spotlight.37
Newspaper reports of the dedication ceremony pointed out that “…twelve Red Cross
nurses testifying to the part acted by women during the war, stood at attention with
troops…while the flag was raised.” 38 One dignitary noted the importance of placing
the exhibition in Chicago “…which furnished so many notable men and women to the
35. “Pantheon de la Guerre”, World’s Fair Weekly Vol I, #6, June 4, 1933, 60-61. Begun in 1914, the
painting took 130 artists over four years to complete. The work was led by Pierre Carrier-Belleuse (18511932) and Francois Gorguet (1862-1927).
36. Mark Levitch. Pantheon de la Guerre: Reconfiguring a Panorama of the Great War. (Miissouri:
University of Missouri Press and the National World War I Museum, 2006). Levitch traces the sad history of
the painting forgotten over time. Two major sections of the work survive in edited versions permanently
displayed at the National World War I Museum, Kansas City, Missouri.
37. Collins, “Panorama Tells Stories” Tribune, August 13, 1933.
38. Earl Mullin, "Fair Dedicates Pantheon, Huge War Memorial." Chicago Daily Tribune (1923-1963),
May 29, 1933. http://search.proquest.com/docview/181395562?accountid=135622 (accessed November 15,
2011).
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war.” calling it a work of “…great significance to every American who had a part in
that conflict.” 39 Bennett described the flags in the painting as “thrilling objects” and
refered to the work as “…portrait painting on a heroic scale.” 40 One large section of
the painting includes a massive staircase dominated by the winged figure of Nike who
represents victory for the allies of the war (Fig.16). Later, Darger would develop his
own winged creatures, the Blengiglomeneans or Blengins who, imitating the mythic
figure, hover over Darger’s fictional battlefields. I will discuss other popular sources
for the development of the Blengins in the next segment, but it seems that Darger’s
winged figures reference mythology and reinforce the idea that Darger was working
from a knowledge base that included fine art and classicism.41 The cyclorama
remained on exhibit both years of the fair and Darger’s status as a veteran of the war
and his belief in the unrecognized strength of women, makes it likely he would have
visited such an important display.42

39. Ibid.
40. Bennett, "Future to Look on Giant Canvas of the Great War." Chicago Daily Tribune (1923-1963),
August 30, 1933. http://search.proquest.com/docview/181467914?accountid=135622 (accessed November
16, 2011).
41. Part of the plaster cast collection on display at the Art Institute of Chicago, Winged Victory was on
view From August 1920-November 1925.
42. While at the fair, Darger could have seen many other important large-scale paintings, including
murals by Thomas Hart Benton at the Indiana pavilion. The Art Institute of Chicago, just a short distance
outside of the fairgrounds, offered an important exhibition featuring the work of American artists such as
Grant Wood, Rockwell Kent and George Bellows. The official guidebook found in Darger’s home features
images by these artists, as well as Botticelli’s Madonna and Child with the Young St. John.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE ILLUSTRATED BOOK:
LITERARY AND VISUAL INFLUNCES
Although the Chicago daily newspapers would remain influential throughout
Darger’s life, by the time of his death in 1973 he had also built himself a small
personal library containing among other titles, numerous volumes of classic western
literature.43 Among them: A Christmas Carol, A Tale of Two Cities, and Oliver Twist,
by Charles Dickens, Kidnapped by Robert Louis Stevenson, The History of Don
Quixote by Cervantes, The Grimm’s Brothers Fairy Tales, The Pilgrim’s Progress by
John Bunyan and Christ in Flanders by Balzac.44
Uncle Tom’s Cabin
One influential novel not found in Darger’s possession, but referenced in Darger’s
story is Uncle Toms Cabin by Harriet Beecher Stowe. Connections between Stowe’s
anti-slavery epic and Darger’s own work seem evident and it is interesting to note
that Stowe’s book was branded as fiction for its harsh depictions of human brutality
while the author asserted the work was based on personal observation or the
observations of friends.45 Darger borrows Stowe’s angelic protagonist Eva St. Claire
43. Darger’s library now in the archive of American Folk Art Museum, New York, contains ninety-four
books with publication dates ranging from the 1880’s into the 1960’s. Fifty-one of those books were
published in the three decades after 1910. This coincides with Darger’s return to Chicago in late 1909 and
the beginning’s of employment. The books include the novels mentioned, inexpensive “wonder” series of
children’s books, stories intended for young adult audiences such as Heidi by Johanna Spyri, science books
related to volcanic study, Civil War stories, Bibles and other religious tracts.
44. Bonesteel, Art and Writings, 24,190. Darger specifically mentions the valley of the shadow of death
in Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress, as well as Dante’s Inferno.
45. Harriet Beecher Stowe, Uncle Tom’s Cabin, (New York, Barnes and Noble Classics, 2005) 433.
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and incorporates her into his own novel. In Stowe’s work little Eva expires, but
Darger revives her for appearances in the Realms, then offers “apologies to the writer
of Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” 46 Darger also compares the trials of Eva to the misery
encountered by his own Vivian sisters, who in spite of their worsening situation
remain “…more spiritual in their ways, more innocent, holy and righteous…” 47
Additional characters such as Eva’s father make appearances in other written works
by Darger.48 Darger’s apology to Stowe demonstrates an awareness of her
achievement and reflects a degree of modesty, but his attempt to reshape Eva for his
own use and eclipse Stowe with characters that endure greater trials while remaining
more saintly, not only illustrates Darger’s emulation of the author but also indicates
self-confidence.
Darger was not only inspired by Stowe’s characters he also shared an affinity
with her writing style, borrowing sentiments and reworking them for his own use.
Stowe wrote, “…Nothing of tragedy can be written, can be spoken, can be conceived,
that equals the frightful reality of scenes daily and hourly acting on our shores,
beneath the shadow of American law, and the shadow of the great cross of Christ.” 49
Darger responded with,
…Every influence of literature, of poetry and of art which even in the times of the
present had become more and more in unison with the great master chord of
Christianity, probably could not make any good descriptions of these scenes. I have
written as far as I was able, in unusually long details to make the scenes more
46. Darger, Realms, Vol. 1, 122 and Vol. 10, 10-251; Macgregor, Realms, 101.
47. Darger, organizing book for The Realms, 333, in AFAM archive.
48. Darger wrote a separate unbound story titled: Story About a Slave, that featured Augustine St. Claire.
49. Stowe, Cabin, 437.
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striking, but even then even I have not succeeded in accomplishing what should have
been done, as it is impossible to describe them as they really are.50
Darger’s confidence in writing must have grown with his expanding story;
perhaps he identified as much with the authors as he did with their work. Although a
copy of Stowe’s book was not found among Darger’s belongings one of Darger’s
notebooks does contain the name and address of M. A. Donohue and Company, a
Chicago publisher who produced an illustrated “young folks edition” of the novel.51
Perhaps Darger was beginning to think of himself as a peer, planning for the
publication of his own work, he certainly referenced the idea within the narrative of
his novel.52 Darger’s reliance on published works, whether newspaper accounts or
classic literature as guides for his own storytelling parallels his alteration of borrowed
visual material in the creation of his art.
Oz Stories
Darger also owned many of the Oz series of books and these are often mentioned
as influences on the writing of Darger’s Realms, but a closer examination of their
particular contribution is helpful in understanding Darger’s artistic progress. It is very
possible that Darger had read these stories as a boy and they could have influenced
50. Darger, Realms, volume 3, unnumbered first page; Bonesteel, Art and Writings, 44.
51. Darger, Time Book Monthly, American Folk Art Museum, Darger Archive, Box 46.1. Darger wrote the
entire address of the firm as, M A Donohue Company 701-727 South Dearborn Street Chicago Illinois.
Darger’s Library also contained two other books by the publisher, The Cheery Scarecrow, 1929 and a war
adventure story: Sheer Pluck: A Tale of the Ashanti War, published by the firm sometime in the 1910’s.
52. Darger, Realms, Vol. 1, 138; MacGregor, Realms, 183. Within Darger’s narrative, characters find
Darger’s writings and drawings and discuss having them published because of their great monetary value.
Darger follows this passage with threats to anyone who dare take the work. MacGregor, Realms, 97, In
Darger’s introduction to Chapter 2 ofThe Realms, he writes: “Editors of great experience will be in due time
allowed to go over the whole work most carefully and verify every date of incidents disasters, battles and
great adventures so as to prevent the possibility of error.”
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his early thinking in terms of themes, but the books in Darger’s possession were
acquired second hand, years after their original publication dates, and well after
Darger had set the themes for his own novel.53 A number of these books contained the
names of previous owners and one volume had been de-accessioned from the Berywn
Illinois public library.54 When necessary, Darger erased the names of previous
owners, then filled in the bookplate page with his own name or aliases, Henry
Dargarius, or Henry Jose Dargaris, and his address at 851 Webster Avenue, the home
Darger moved to in 1932.55 Even the original Oz story The Wonderful Wizard of Oz,
in which Dorothy is carried off by a tornado, is a later edition re-titled The New
Wizard of Oz, and contains images from the popular 1939 film.56
Darger must have loved the series; he owned thirteen of the Oz titles, both by L.
Frank Baum and later works by Ruth Plumly Thompson.57 Undoubtedly he related to
the fantasy elements in the books, borrowing locations and the names of characters,

53. It is possible that Darger read these stories earlier, although the Chicago branch library system from
1909-1930’s was somewhat limited and mainly relied on a mobile delivery system. The Lincoln Park branch
in Darger’s neighborhood did not open until 1942. Darger’s personal papers do not contain a public library
card. One book specifically mentioned as influential to Darger’s themes is the second book in the series, The
Marvelous Land of Oz, 1904, with its transgendered character and all girl army, but this book is not part of
Darger’s collection. See: Biesenbach, Darger, 13.
54. This volume is Thompson’s, The Royal Book of Oz, published in 1921. A stamp inside reads
“discarded by the Berwyn Public Library” there is also a forty cent price written in pencil. The cover had been
reattached.
55. Darger often used aliases as characters in the Realms, but at one point Darger claimed to be
Brazilian, and he began using aliases in his own life, even on official documents such as those for public aid.
56. These books contain the seller’s hand written codes and prices ranging from forty cents to a dollar
and a half, and may have been derived from the same source. Other books in Darger’s collection contain
similar price marks suggesting he had purchased some of these items from a retailer.
57. There are generally considered to be forty titles in the Oz series. Baum wrote the original fourteen
books with his last work published in 1920. After his death Thompson continued the series with nineteen
additional titles, the latest owned by Darger was The Giant Horse of Oz, published in 1928. In 1940, John R.
Neil, illustrator of many of the books, wrote three more volumes, and after his death four more books were
added, two each by Jack Snow and Rachel Cosgrove. Darger owned ten of the fourteen books by Baum,
and three by Thompson.
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even mentioning that he had read them in the text of the Realms, but he points out
serious differences between his imaginary world at war with its mounting casualties,
and the fairy land of Oz where no one ever dies.58 Drawing distinctions between
stories of fantasy and those based on actual circumstances, Darger wrote a personal
examination of the state of humanity more in keeping with the works of Dickens or
Stowe.59
Where these books and others take on more specific significance is in the
development of Darger’s visual art. Many of Darger’s books contained illustrations.
These images, some by celebrated artists such as John R. Neill (1877-1943) 60 of the
Oz series, and master engraver Gustave Doré (1832-1883) 61 of Don Quixote,
provided Darger with visual inspiration, and also offered guides to academic
compositional structure and color relationships. Although the thematic influences of
the Oz books may be overestimated, the impact of Neill’s illustrations on Darger’s
visual art is undeniable. One key example is Darger’s development of his winged
Blengin creatures. Neill’s illustrations of the characters, Oniberon, Akbad the
Soothsayer, the Merman, and the Li-Mon-Eag (Figs.18, 19, 20, 21), all seem to
converge in Darger’s own flying creatures.62 The combining of human and animal
58. Darger, Realms, Vol 7, 233; Macgregor, Realms, 99-100. This reference appears in volume seven
and although the order in which Darger wrote the story is difficult to determine, this entry in the last bound
volume supports the theory that Darger acquired these books well after he had set his themes.
59. Stowe, Uncle Tom’s Cabin, 432-42. In her endnotes, Stowe states that the situations in her book are
true, and that the 1850 law requiring runaway saves be remanded to their owners was too unjust to go
unchallenged.
60. Neil was an American illustrator who provided images for many of the Oz books by Baum, Thompson
and three of his own stories for the series.
61. Doré was a French illustrator who produced work for authors such as Balzac, Milton, Dante and Poe.
His work for Don Quixote has been linked to the text since it’s publication in the 1860’s.
62. The character and images of the LI-Mon-Eag come from Baum’s The Magic of Oz, the thirteenth
book in the series, published in 1919. Darger had a used copy with a booksellers price of $1.00, (marked
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forms along with Neill’s continuous use of outline and rich color palette find a home
in much of Darger’s own work. One example is found in the Li-Mon-Eag, Baum’s
fantasy character, the result of a magic spell, that combines the head of a lion the
body of a monkey and the wings of an eagle (Fig. 21). In one instance Darger
humorously replaced Baum’s lion head with that of an ordinary housecat (Fig. 22).
As called for in Baum’s text and illustrated by Neill, the Li-Mon-Eag has “a round
ball at the end of his tail.” 63 Darger directly borrows this idea and elaborates on it
with great success, adding ball shapes of all sizes and colors to his own mythological
creatures 64 (Fig. 23).
Don Quixote
Doré’s illustrations found in Darger’s copy of Don Quixote have been reproduced
worldwide and have remained closely linked to the text since their first publication in
1863. Often violent, they visually reinforce the cruelty and inner struggle present in
Cervantes’s text. In He Traveled Almost All That Day (Fig. 24), Doré has focused
on the cumulus clouds, a central element found throughout the novel’s illustrations,
and one that also dominates many of Darger’s compositions. In this case Doré has
transformed them into ghostly apparitions of chivalry and warfare that work as visual
clues to the interior turmoil and fantasies of the story’s hero. Darger largely keeps his
down from $1.25) in the back, and his later Webster address written in the bookplate. Oniberon, Akbad and
The Merman all come from Thompson’s The Giant Horse of Oz, the twenty-second book in the series,
published in 1928. It has a booksellers price of $1.75 as well as the Webster address.
63. L. Frank Baum, The Magic of Oz, (Chicago: Reilly and Lee, 1919, Mineola, New York: Dover 1998)
154.
64. MacGregor, Realms, 383, for additional descriptions of the tails.
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battles on the ground, but often uses cloud figures as witnesses to some of the more
gruesome action. At times, he presents a particular character, the ghost of the
strangled child, Annie Aronburg, hovering over the scene 65 (Fig. 25).
Close associations can also be made between Doré’s etching of puppeteers 66
(Fig. 26) and Darger’s At McCalls Run, Hands of Fire 67 (Fig. 27). In Doré’s work
two pairs of hands manipulate the theatrical figures into a battle scene involving
multiple beheadings, while on the right the bearded Don Quixote watches from the
audience. In Darger’s version a bearded figure similar in profile to Doré’s Don
Quixote, and also bearing a striking resemblance to Neill’s Akbad (Fig. 19) also
hovers on the right, and like Neill’s Akbad, this one is winged. This figure dissolves
into the cloud imagery that extends into the adjacent drawing. His yellow flaming
hands are duplicated in the larger disembodied version that menaces the children,
implying, like the puppeteers, that figure’s distant control of the action. The abrupt
shifts in scale and the dimly lit interior space echo both the sense of dread and
manipulation so evident in Doré’s model.68
65. Bonesteel Art and Writings, 10,11; Darger in Bonesteel Art and Writings, 195-205 and MacGregor
Realms 494-519. This image of the strangled child as an apparition is part of the text of Darger’s Realm’s
and is used in a number of drawings, although the figure does not always appear in clouds. It is the ghost of
the murdered Annie Aronburg, a fictional character inspired by the real life Elsie Paroubek, who’s lost
photograph becomes one of the deciding factors in the continuation of the fictional war. Other images
appear in the clouds as well.
66. Gustave Doré, Observe what a vast company of glittering horse comes pouring out of the city, in
pursuit of the Christian lovers. Darger may also have borrowed the idea of including long passages from the
books as titles located on the drawings. Doré and Oneill both use this format.
67. Darger, Realms, Vol.11, 2189-2190, noted in MacGregor, Realms, 318-319.
Hands of Fire is part of a four-panel work that includes images of other strange apparitions threatening the
children. It comes from an episode included in The Realms but may have actually been written later,
originally intended as part of Darger’s second book concerning a haunted house referred to as Further
Adventures in Chicago, Crazy House. On his handwritten manuscript Darger also titles it Devil House.
68. Mary Trent, 2008 recipient of the Henry Darger Fellowship at the American Folk Art Museum,
analyzed Hands of Fire using a different, but equally convincing source image and presented her findings at
the Outsider Art Fair in New York, January 2009. The work is soon to be published, Mary Trent, “‘ “Many
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A Step-Ladder to Painting
In addition to the illustrated novels, Darger’s personal library held more explicit
art related materials and one book in particular provided the guidance he needed to
develop a more sophisticated visual strategy. In 1934, British artist, author and
educator Jan Gordon (1882-1944) 69 published A Step-Ladder to Painting, a “how to”
book for the novice artist, a partial copy of which was found in Darger’s studio. The
book, a compilation of articles that first appeared in the magazines Colour and The
Artist in the early 1930’s, was wildly successful and numerous editions followed.70 It
is likely that Darger was holding the expanded American edition published in 1939.71
The volume held in the archive of the American Folk Art Museum is in a delicate
state, as the cover, numerous pages and a portion of the lower edge of the manual
have been burned away. There is no way to know when Darger obtained his copy, the
exact cause of the book’s present condition or if Darger ever saw a complete version.
Based on other books in his collection it seems clear he was purchasing items when
he could, but as an artist and collector of cultural material living through the Great
Depression, Darger apparently saved everything that seemed remotely useable to his
Stirring Scenes’ : Henry Darger’s Engagement with American Mass Print Media.” American Art. (March,
2012).
69. Jan Gordon and his wife Cora were world travelers, artists, musicians, educators and prolific authors.
See, K.J. Bryant, http://www.janandcoragordon.co.uk/default.aspx (accessed May 15, 2009).
70. Ibid.
71. The book was first published in London in 1934 by Faber and Faber. According to the publisher the
work had gone into its ninth impression by 1954 and a second edition revised by Colin Hayes was issued in
hardback and paperback in 1964. No sales numbers were available. Given the condition of Darger’s copy it
is difficult to determine the exact edition, but, page by page, it matches the expanded 1939 American edition
published in New York by Greenberg.
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practice, and it is possible that he found the volume in this state.72 It is also possible
that the book was damaged while in Darger’s possession.73 Either way, the artist
found the information contained there important enough to save and the book stayed
in his collection for the remainder of his life.
Gordon’s prose and material are clear, practical and thorough; he routinely
encourages the novice to get to work. “The less time we are forced to spend in the
mere process of studying the better. Our job isn’t studying but painting pictures.” 74
He provides detailed instruction in subjects such as composition and format, tonal
scale, shade and shadow, perspective, action composition, “the value of tracing” 75
and the emotions of color. In illustrating these lessons, Gordon at times employs
simple line drawings such as a village landscape (Fig. 28), discussing how color
conveys depth and mood. He also includes a German woodcut of Adam and Eve
(Fig. 29), in discussions about solidity of form, landscapes by Constable, Cezanne
and Thomas Hart Benton and portraits by Rembrandt, Eakins and Whistler (Fig. 30),
to name a few. These pictures are generally referenced for their tonal, compositional
and emotional qualities and not for their historical value, but Gordon does present
them as the world’s masterpieces and cumulatively they offer the reader a short visual
overview of the canon of western art.
Although generally a traditionalist in his choice of images, Gordon confronts the
72. Darger’s apartment was filled to the brim with all sorts of objects; stacks of newspapers and
magazines, piles of eyeglasses, Pepto Bismol bottles, balls of twine, etc.
73. Darger, History, 5-21; Bonesteel, Art and Writings, 245; MacGregor, 35-36; Biesenbach, Darger,
281-284. Darger writes candidly about frustration in his youth leading to fits of anger and at times these had
involved the use of fire.
74. Jan Gordon, A Step-Ladder to Painting,, (New York, Greenberg, 1939) 120.
75. Ibid., Quotes mine, representing the actual title of Chapter Ten, 115.
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concept of the academy head on, addressing distinctions commonly drawn between
trained artists and those working independently. Gordon not only minimizes those
perceived differences, he reverses them altogether. One example is Gordon’s freely
expressed dissatisfaction with the art school culture and its emphasis on restraint and
subtlety. He writes, “…the art school thus is breeding weakness in the student, and
then is surprised that the pupils don’t succeed in after life when they have to match
their timid reliance on the professor against the self-taught vigour of others”76
The manual holds a wealth of information for the beginner artist and indicates that
Darger not only learned valuable lessons in the techniques of image construction but
was also exposed to the works of well known classical and contemporary artists. The
book acts as a bridge, narrowing the divide between Darger, the untrained figure
working in his studio and the image of the successful artist he imagined himself to
be.77
Throughout the volume Gordon presents the idea of tracing, a technique Darger
had already employed, dedicating an entire chapter to its value and encouraging his
readers to utilize the practice as a means of gaining skill. “There is no earthly reason
why, in trying to reach the heights of our own artistic expression, we should not stand
on the shoulders of those that have gone before.” 78 A few pages later Gordon offers
the ultimate endorsement for tracing: “Art imitates art. Nothing to be ashamed of in

76. Ibid., 206.
77. See Darger’s comments in History, 7, 163 and Realms Vol 1, 138; MacGregor, Realms, 20, 72, 96;
Biesenbach, Darger, 281,307.
78. Gordon, Step-Ladder, 117.
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that.”79 To prove his point, Gordon uses tracings to critically analyze a number of
works, praising the underlying linear construction of a landscape by John Constable
and pointing out structural and tonal imbalances in The Night Errant By Sir John
Millais. (Fig. 31) In reference to Millias, Gordon discusses how the off-center
placement of the nude girl emphasized by the artist’s use of light and dark keeps the
entire composition out of balance, contributing in Gordon’s view to an overall
weakness in composition.80 The technical arguments may have provided valuable
lessons for Darger, but the image would have captured his imagination. The depiction
of a young nude woman tied to a tree trunk waiting anxiously while her hero attempts
to free her is one Darger uses repeatedly, placing his innocent victims in similar peril
and often sending his courageous Vivian sisters, a feminist alternative to the
chivalrous knight, rushing to their aid. In, At Jennie Turner Children Tied to Trees in
Path of Forest Fires… (Fig. 32), Darger has heightened the suspense by introducing
the element of fire and by denying the viewer the satisfaction of witnessing the actual
rescue as Millais has done.81 It is possible that the two images were conceived
separately and later joined together, adding to the tension by using the papers edge as
a physical barrier between the views.82 The children on the left side of the drawing
remain helplessly isolated, while the diptych format places their saviors at some

79. Ibid., 122.
80. Ibid., 144-146.
81. Of course Darger’s use of sacrificial fire as well as the model for a teenage heroine has longstanding
connections to his Catholic faith, calling to mind, among others, Saint Joan of Arc, who after great military
successes, perished by fire in 1431 at the age of 19. For a lengthy discussion on the topic see: Faith Ann
Shields, “The Transubstantiation of Henry Darger” Ph.D. dissertation, The University of British Columbia,
2007; Bonesteel, Art and Writings, 30-31; MacGregor, Realms, 479.
82. Bonesteel, Art and Writings, 27.
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distance. It is only through the addition of captions that we as witnesses know of the
victims’ ultimate survival.83
Gordon also encourages his students to, “Hunt the second-hand stalls for books
with reproductions of Old Masters’ paintings and drawings. Then with good
transparent tracing-paper and a fountain pen make rapid tracings of all the
details….Don’t trace only one man to crib his style, trace from everybody you can
get, and from all periods.” 84 As stated earlier in the chapter, Darger’s tracings are
well documented and he used images from all types of publications including
illustrated novels, magazines, newspapers, and children’s coloring books, altering and
transforming this source material into unified compositions. The borrowing and
reincorporation of disparate visual material becomes Darger’s primary method of
constructing images.85 However, Gordon prompts his students to stretch beyond the
grasp of their mentors, noting differences in the artist who can transform their source
material. “The man who can use Rembrandt has a perfect right to do so; the man who
only imitates him is wasting his time in paint.” 86 In the following chapter pencil
marks remain where Darger has indeed traced over a line illustration of Leonardo Da
Vinci’s Mona Lisa and other portraits by Rembrandt, Frans Hals and Luca Signorelli
(Fig. 33). The works by Rembrandt and Signorelli have been studied thoroughly by
Darger with so many erasures occurring that sections of the printed images have been
83. The full caption reads: At Jennie Turner Children tied to trees in path of forest fires. In spite of
exceedingly extreme peril, Vivian girls rescue them. 1 Vivian Girl Jennie observes with spyglass great
massacre of children and brings the attention of her sisters to it.
84. Gordon, Step-Ladder, 120,121.
85. For a complete examination of the process see: Bonesteel, Art and Writings, 26-30; Anderson,
Darger, 106-123; MacGregor, Realms, 154-179.
86. Ibid., 118.
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rubbed away (Fig. 34). At one point during his experimentation Darger reversed
the carbon paper he had been using and on the preceding page a clear carbon transfer
exists from Darger’s hand. Gordon advocates the use of the technique as a formal
means of investigating images. “Trace always with an inquiring and analytic spirit.
You are tracing to gain knowledge and to give your hand certainty. Think of each line
as you trace, think why it goes that way, what it means in relation to nature.” 87
Darger’s trial and error with these reproductions suggest that he was working
analytically, attempting to teach himself the various lines necessary to create a human
likeness, and at Gordon’s urging, stepping away from mere copying by altering the
image for his own use.
The presence of carbon on the 1919 newspaper image of Mamie Lagoria (Fig. 7)
implies Darger had discovered tracing well before the publication of Gordon’s
volume, but I would argue that Gordon’s book changed Darger’s thinking about the
process by presenting tracing as a legitimate form of drawing. Bonesteel notes
changes in the focus of Darger’s imagery and the scale of his work sometime between
the 1930’s and the 1940’s.88 In 1944 Darger began ordering photo enlargements of
desired images from a local pharmacy, freeing him from the small scale of his
original source material.89 Through diary entries we know Darger was making large
scale hand drawn works until at least 1965. 90 Gordon’s suggestions while validating
87. Gordon, Step-Ladder, 121.
88. Bonesteel, Art and Writings, 26-27.
89. Ibid., 29.
90. Darger personal diary in the archive of The American Folk Art Museum. “ Started drawing new
pictures Dec. 21, 1964… finished drawings March 29, 1965. Began painting Wed…”
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Darger’s use of the techniques to date, also push the artist to a new level of
awareness, moving him beyond the role of mere technician.
One example of this maturity is a tracing of a Victorian style house held in the
collection of the American Folk Art Museum (Figs. 35, 36). Crisp, precise and full
of detail, although clearly missing some of the less important elements of an exact
reproduction, the tracing on transparent paper, indicates that Darger could see his
source material and his own line work simultaneously, an advancement from the use
of the “blind” carbon transfer.91 In this image, Darger combines Gordon’s
encouragement toward analytical tracing with his primer on shade and shadow,
making direct choices about the use of pertinent visual information. By eliminating
the use of outline and focusing his attention on the shadow as a means delineating
forms, Darger removes unnecessary visual clutter and presents us with a pared down
version of the image that is wholly complete.
Gordon must have encouraged Darger in other ways too. Elsewhere in the book,
he writes about the difficulty the novice may face in rendering a figure properly, and
he expresses doubt about the academic emphasis on the human form, “…as the
criterion of good drawing.” He goes on to state in this rather humorous passage:
…Personally I very much doubt whether the human figure is more difficult to draw
accurately than the inside of a forest, or a complicated cumulus cloud….at any
rate…If you can draw the human figure, well, you are supposed to be able to draw
anything. One of the chief obstacles to drawing the human figure well is the little that
we ever have to do with it. Unless you are a member of a nudist colony, you hardly
ever see the human form divine in action-and sometimes then it doesn’t look so
frightfully divine.92
91. This would support Gordon’s suggestion of using transparent paper to trace. Many of Darger’s
surviving sketches are on a similar paper.
92. Gordon, Step-Ladder, 118.
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Darger repeatedly employs these particular components focusing at times on one
element or the other, or in the case of, 6 Episode 3 Place not mentioned. Escape
during violent storm, still fighting though persed [sic] for long distance (Fig. 37),
combining trees, cumulus clouds and naked figures into one composition.
The drawing appears to have been built from the outer edges inward, with the
naked and clothed figures spread across the scene performing most of the action. On
the left and right, diagonally placed rifles and running children following the contours
of the sloping hillside, lead us directly to the central characters who appear to be
psychologically removed from the dramatic action unfolding around them. The
enormous flowers on the left are balanced by the delicate lines and subtle shadings of
the large trees on the right which echo the drifting cumulus clouds in the center of the
drawing dissolving into atmosphere just above the horizon. Gordon had also
encouraged his students to do away with the foreground of the painting in an effort to
improve their compositions, and Darger has successfully utilized that advice by
pulling the central figures forward.93
The nude figure plays an important role in the dialogue generated by Gordon, and
images of nude women are laced throughout the volume. Simple line sketches by the
author and reproductions of Titian’s Venus and Adonis (Fig. 38), and Tintoretto’s The
Origin of the Milky Way (Fig. 39), are prominent examples.94 They offer strong
evidence that, contrary to MacGregor’s assertion, Darger was not only aware of
female anatomy and an historical precedent for the nude, but was also introduced to
93. Ibid., 29.
94. Ibid., 47-49 and Plates 9 and 11.
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some of the symbolic meanings attached to its use. These paintings also share with
Darger’s work a common conceptual thread: the depiction of mythological stories
intended to communicate moral lessons.
Nudity is certainly a central part of the identity of Darger’s young characters,
emphasizing their playfulness and youth as well as their vulnerability. Darger’s use of
nudity and the duel-gendered nature of his young characters have been the source of
much speculation.95 Darger never addresses these questions directly, but he does
state his belief in the courage of women being superior to that of men. The symbolic
use of penises may simply demonstrate the transfer of traditional masculine strengths
to his female characters, allowing the girls to break the mold of established behavior
deemed acceptable for females of the period.96 As Macgregor points out, it is
important to remember that even with the addition of hand drawn male genitals these
characters remain female.97
In other cases, Gordon’s advise may have had a reverse effect, challenging the
artist in unintended ways. Darger had a reverence for printed material, but as
exemplified by his questioning of conflicting Civil War accounts, he often took the
information presented with a healthy dose of skepticism.98 His autobiography and
weather journals are full of passages that directly challenge the presumed knowledge
of authority figures, indicating his awareness of the differences between fictional,
95. Bonesteel, Art and Writings, 22,23, Macgregor, Realms, 290-295, 520-537.
96. Darger’s story could be examined as a treatise on feminism, much the same way Stowe’s Uncle
Tom’s Cabin has been. For notes on the influence of Stowe’s book on Darger’s own story. See Bonesteel,
Art and Writings, 24.
97. Macgregor, Realms, 295.
98. Darger, History, 22; Bonesteel, Art and Writings, 240; Biesenbach, Darger, 284.
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subjective and factual information. It appears that Gordon’s book is treated with
similar scrutiny. In this case, however, Darger substitutes a verbal retort for one that
is strikingly visual.
Gordon suggests that the beginner forget their ingrained ideas of beauty and look
for extraordinary images in the commonplace. He cautions his readers to step away
from undefined inspiration that may prove difficult to translate into painted images
and ask themselves “will this make a good picture?” 99 One specific example Gordon
sites is the flower garden. “… the greatest painters have dodged flower gardens; they
knew their own limitations. The garden picture is generally a crude reflection of a
more glorious beauty…”100 Darger’s disregard of this advice (Fig. 40) indicates
confidence in his own abilities and a growing awareness of his newly found skill as
artist and he may have taken Gordon’s suggestions as a direct challenge to his
abilities. The images that stem from his determination are some of the artist’s most
elaborate.
Darger’s gardens transcend lively inventions of color and pattern to convey a
vivid emotional experience, the giddy highly keyed antidote to the drudgery and
degradation depicted in the artist’s images of war. This awareness of the emotional,
the harnessing of its power, is where the true value of Gordon’s book lies. Beyond the
substantial technical lessons and suggestions of imagery, Gordon repeatedly
prompts his students to trust their instincts and personally connect with their work by
letting their passionate impulses guide them. He emphasizes that the technical aspects
99. Gordon, Step-Ladder, 25.
100. Ibid., 25.
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of image making should service the artist’s “…intimate thoughts about the subject. If
this can be done…the picture should be a masterpiece.” 101 Gordon, clarifying his
point about the intimate connection between artist and image writes:
Some of the sense of action lies in the queer kind of sympathy that the artist is able to
call up for the thing he is drawing. …The true amount of mental sympathy that the
student can give to the subject he wants to draw creates a sense of life in the
picture….From this sense of life the picture begins to have a value all its own, an
internal or spiritual value that the artist has added to it...102
This idea of attaching spiritual value to an image would certainly have been familiar
to Darger, whose Catholic religion heavily utilizes such connections. Darger’s
personal belongings contained numerous holy cards, statuettes, prayer books and
other reverent faith based objects connected to his religious beliefs.
One of the more important reproductions Gordon analyzes is Ridolfo
Ghirlandaio’s (1843-1561) Procession to Calvary (Fig. 41). The painting relates the
familiar story of Saint Veronica who in wiping the face of Christ during his final
march, discovers that his holy likeness has been transferred to the cloth. The image
provides Darger with a strong template, and much of his work closely parallels many
of Ghirlandaio’s thematic and compositional devises: the stoic woman aiding the
male figure, peripheral characters seemingly unaware of the central action, the brutal
suffering at the hands of a faithless enemy, dramatic action filled with compassion
and emotion and perhaps most importantly, the traced or transferred portrait imbued
with the spiritual nature of its creator. Darger would have recognized this iconic
image immediately as the sixth station of the cross, part of the Catholic ceremony

101. Ibid., 249.
102. Ibid., 55-56.
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following the fourteen stops on Christ’s journey to crucifixion. The stations
themselves represent a fine example of emotional storytelling through the use of
spiritual images and this reproduction more than any other employed by Gordon
illustrates the idea clearly.
Through his writing we know that Darger wished his work to carry a similar
spiritual importance,103 but lack of validation may have kept him unsure of his
strengths as an artist. Gordon’s encouragement helped actualize that desire, honoring
Darger’s intuition in the process and legitimizing his work as art. As narrator of his
story, Darger writes of the inadequacies of words to describe the devastation wrought
during his lengthy war, and his fifteen thousand page attempt authenticates his
struggle. His comments echo other authors of considerable talent who also fought to
develop their narratives; Cervantes, Stowe and Gordon among others, all admit to
the failure of words to express their deepest feelings about their subjects. Gordon
provided Darger with the technical knowledge necessary to advance his visual art
making skills and the encouragement to surpass the mechanical in the service of his
feelings. In turn, art making gave Darger the opportunity to move beyond the verbal
and the freedom to explore the full range of human emotions as expressed through the
power of images. The passion Darger exhibits toward his subject matter is the
component that makes his visual art so compelling, distinguishing it from descriptive
illustration.

103. Henry Darger, “Further Adventures in Chicago” Vol 2 pg. 6357 and 6370; MacGregor, Realms, 326328.
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Conclusion
Throughout his life Darger remained thoroughly committed to his artistic projects.
His unrelenting practice mirrors so many artists whose work consumes their personal
time. While it is clear that Darger’s upbringing left him sympathetic to the plight of
abused children, his creative work gave him a voice that not only expressed his
personal frustrations but spoke in outrage for generations of suffering children.
Darger’s continued use of historic and contemporary literary and visual material, his
familiarity with fine art and art making techniques, his desire to comment on social
wrongs and contribute artistically to his society confirms him to be an active
participant in the culture of his time and a uniquely innovative twentieth century
American artist.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

Figure 1. Henry Darger, Untitled. Watercolor, pencil and carbon tracing on pieced paper; 32 x 54 3/4".
Collection of Kiyoko Lerner.
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Figure 2. Henry Darger, At Norma Catherine. Are captured again by Glandelinian cavalry, (detail), n. d. Watercolor,
pencil and carbon tracing on pieced paper; 19 x 46”. Private Collection.
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Figure 3. Henry Darger, Place not mentioned / Episode 3 2 Escape with great number of kids still fighting, (detail), n. d..
Watercolor, pencil and carbon tracing on pieced paper; 24 x 76”. American Folk Art Museum, New York.
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Figure 4 "Chicago's Civic Revolution That Shall Free The White Slaves" Illustration and article, Chicago.
Tribune, October 17, 1909.
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Figure 5 "And Now The Militant Suffragettes Are Going To turn Chicago Topsy Turvy!" Illustration and
article, (detail), Chicago Tribune, October 3, 1909.
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Figure 6. Winsor McCay, "End This Outrage." Illustration, Chicago
Examiner, April 14, 1915.
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Figure 7. Henry Darger, Newspaper clipping with carbon tracing recto and verso. Chicago
Daily Tribune, February 12, 1919. Henry Darger archive. American Folk Art Museum,
New York.
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Figure 8. Henry Darger, Flanengoe Girl Scouts Thirty Third Degree Rangers, n.d.,
Watercolor, pencil, and carbon tracing on paper, 8 x 12". After February 12, 1919. Private
collection.
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Figure 9. Henry Darger, Untitled, after January 20, 1917. Newspaper on
cardboard. Henry Darger archive, American Folk Art Museum, New York.
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Figure 10. Henry Darger, The Battle of Calverhine, (detail), n.d. Collage
with hand-coloring on paper. Collection of Kiyoko Lerner.

Figure 11. Henry Darger, The Battle of Calverhine, (detail), n.d. Collage
with hand-coloring on paper. Collection of Kiyoko Lerner.
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Figure 12. Currier and Ives, The Battle of Gettysburg, 1863. Printed in the
Chicago Tribune, July 2, 1933.

Figure 13. Kurz and Allison, The Battle of Gettysburg, 1884. Printed in the
Chicago Tribune, July 2, 1933.
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Figure 14. Paul Philippoteaux, Pickett’s Charge at Gettysburg (detail), 1884.
Gettysburgh National Military Park, Gettysburgh, Pa.

Figure 15, Paul Philippoteaux, Pickett’s Charge at Gettysburg (detail), 1884.
Gettysburgh National Military Park, Gettysburgh, Pa.
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Figure 16. Pantheon de la Guerre, (detail).
1918. National World War I Museum,
Kansas City, Mo.

Figure 17. Pantheon de la Guerre, (detail with additional detail), 1918.
National World War I Museum, Kansas City, Mo.
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Figure 18. John R. Neill, Oniberon, 1928..
In The Giant Horse of Oz,

Figure 20. John R. Neill, Merman, 1928
In The Giant Horse of Oz,

Figure 19. John R. Neill, Akbad, 1928.
In The Giant Horse of Oz,

Figure 21. John R. Neill, Li-Mon-Eag, 1919
In The Magic of Oz.
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Figure 22. Henry Darger, All Christian Countries- Blengiglomenean Is.Cat Headed
Blengin: Non-posionious, n.d. Watercolor, pencil and carbon tracing on paper,
14 x 17”. Private collection.

Figure 23. Henry Darger, Blengins, (details). Watercolor, pencil and carbon tracing
on paper. American Folk Art Museum, New York.
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Figure 24. Gustave Doré, He Traveled Almost All Day, 1863. Etching; illustration for
Don Quixote..

Figure 25, Henry Darger, At 5 Norma Catherine. But are retaken.
(detail), n.d. Watercolor, pencil and carbon tracing on pieced paper.
American Folk Art Museum, New York.
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Figure 26. Gustave Dore, Observe What a Vast
Company…, 1863. Etching; illustration for.
Don Quixote.

Figure 27, Henry Darger, At McCalls Run, Hands of fire (detail), n.d. Watercolor,
pencil and carbon tracing on pieced paper. Collection Kiyoko Lerner.
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Figure 28. Illustration with suggestions for color arrangements.
presented in A Step-Ladder to Painting.

Figure 29. Unidentified German woodcut,
presented in A Step-Ladder to Painting.
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Figure 30. James McNeill Whistler,
Harmony in Grey and Green: Miss
Cicely Alexander, Oil on canvas,
1873-5. Tate Gallery, London.
in A Step-Ladder to Painting.

Figure 31. Analytical line drawings of The Night Errant by Sir John Millais,
presented in A Step-Ladder to Painting.
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Figure 32. Henry Darger, At Jennie Turner Children tied to trees in path of forest fires.
In spite of exceedingly extreme peril, Vivian girls rescued them. 1 Vivian Girl Jennie
observes with spy glass great massacre of children and brings the attention of her
sisters to it. n. d. Watercolor, pencil, colored pencil and carbon tracing on pieced paper,
18” x 47 ½”, American Folk Art Museum, New York.

Figure 33, Darger tracings over line drawings
presented in A Step-Ladder to Painting.
American Folk Art Museum. New York.
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Figure 34. Line drawing as originally presented in A Step-Ladder to
Painting (left), and with hand drawing in Darger’s copy (right). Henry Darger
archive, American Folk Art Museum, New York

.

Figure 35. Henry Darger, Untitled,
Victorian House, (detail), n.d. Pencil
on transparent paper. American Folk
Art Museum, New York
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Figure 36. Henry Darger, Untitled, Victorian House
(detail), n.. d. Pencil on transparent paper. American
Folk Art Museum, New York.

Figure 37. Henry Darger, 6 Episode 3 Place not mentioned. Escape during violent storm,
still fighting though persed for long distance, n. d. Watercolor pencil and carbon tracing on
pieced paper, 24” x 74 ¾”. American Folk Art Museum, New York.
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Figure 38. Titian, Venus and Adonis, ca. 1560. Oil on canvas, multiple
versions. Presented in A Step-Ladder to Painting..

Figure 39. Tintoretto, The Origin of the Milky Way, ca. 1575.
Oil on canvas, National Gallery, London. In A Step-ladder to Painting.
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Figure 40. Henry Darger, 175 At Jennie Richee. Everything is allright though storm
continues, (detail), n. d. Watercolor, pencil and carbon tracing on paper, 24 x 108 ¼”.
American Folk Art Museum, New York.

Figure 41. Ridolfo Ghirlandaio, Procession to Calvary, ca. 1505.
Oil on Canvas, National Gallery, London. Presented in
A Step-Ladder to Painting..
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Appendix
Selected testimony from the Investigation of
Illinois State Institutions
45th General Assembly, 1908
Note 32:
Chairman Hill: I judge from what you have said that because of the laxity of the law of
admissions you get some children that are simply incorrigible, and not feeble minded?
Dr. Hardt: Yes, sir.
Chairman Hill: And that those cause you more trouble than the feeble minded?
Dr. Hardt: Yes sir… we get all of them. We not only get the teachable feeble minded, we
get the cripple, we get the epileptic, we get the custodial cases as well. We have a mixture
of five or six different varieties, which should have an institution for themselves. In New
York they have an institution for cripples…for the women…for the men…for the
epileptic…for the school children, they have separate and distinct provisions. We have
them all in one body. It is a very perplexing problem.
Rep. McGoorty: Don’t you think, Doctor, that is impracticable in the class of cases where
the persons are manifestly degenerates, and that it is only necessary to ascertain that fact
by a medical examination…Take the case of a child who is low grade, who is mentally
deficient, and bears characteristics showing degeneracy, don’t you think it is entirely for
a medical commission to determine and not a court and jury?
Chairman Hill: The Doctor’s suggestion I think is that there should be some power to
decide where the person should be sent, whether here or to the detention school, as
incorrigibles, or some other place, and not dump incorrigibles among the feeble minded
children and crippled children, where they do more harm than all the rest.
Note 35:
Rep. McGoorty: Walter, how soon after you got up in the morning did you commence
scrubbing the floors and the hall?
Walter Kaak: Right away.
Rep. McGoorty: What time did you get up?
Walter Kaak: Five o’clock
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Rep. McGoorty: What time did you have breakfast?
Walter Kaak: Half past six
Rep. McGoorty: How soon after that did you go to work in the laundry?
Walter Kaak: Right after breakfast
Rep. McGoorty: Did you scrub floors every morning from the time you got up, at five
o’clock, till half past six?
Walter Kaak: Yes, sir.
Rep. McGoorty: and you say you worked in the laundry from seven o’clock till five with
half an hour for lunch?
Walter Kaak: Yes, sir.
Note 61:
Chairman Hill: Did you ever see a patient choked since you have been there?
Mr.Wettle: Yes, sir…
Chairman Hill: Who choked him?
Mr. Wettle. Mr. Robinson, the barber: he wouldn’t sit still, you know, and he couldn’t
shave those boys. Always had a few of them, and I would take the clippers and take them
off. Well, they wouldn’t sit still and he couldn’t shave him, so he says I will make him
come to time and so he took a towel and he put it around his neck…choked him until he
pretty near gave up.
Chairman Hill: Until he gave up and kept still?
Mr. Wettle: Yes, sir.
Chairman Hill: Did he choke him until he was black in the face?
Mr. Wettle: Yes; blue…
Chairman Hill: How long ago was this Mr. Wettle?
Mr. Wettle: Well, that is about as soon as he got to be barber out there…He used to be
policeman out there.
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Chairman Hill: Did he?
Mr. Wettle: Yes. After he got to be barber he wanted to shave this boy. I said to him that
I always took them off with a clipper, and he said. “This is the way they do it in the
insane asylum.”
Rep. McLaughlin: So he shaved him after he choked him with a towel?
Mr. Wettle: Yes, sir…
Rep. McLaughlin: His face became blue?
Mr. Wettle: Yes, blue. He took a towel and laid it on the back of the chair and then just
twisted it down.
Rep. McLaughlin: Twisted it so his tongue came out?
Mr. Wettle: Yes, then he put it back in.
Rep. McLaughlin: After he choked him that way with the towel did he still have trouble
shaving him?
Mr. Wettle: No: the boy is getting shaved every Thursday, and he still sits still.
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